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Abstract
The evolution of the industry, known as industry 4.0, has introduced new technologies
such as Virtual Commissioning and Industrial Internet of things. Nowadays, virtual
models of automated systems are being created in order to be tested while being built in
real life, what includes PLC programs, robots, etc. In order to provide a real behaviour
emulation, these virtual models should be as similar to reality as possible. Currently, the
components communication in a real system is done through Internet with the use of
fieldbuses I/O modules. Right now, these modules are not integrated in the virtual model,
as the PLC program returns an error due to the hardware not being found. This implies
that the PLC project must be modified, and a workaround must be done in order to connect
the I/O cards components of the modules. Furthermore, it means that two PLC projects
need to be maintained at the same time, one for the real system and another for the virtual
system. In this thesis, a research was done to prove if fieldbuses modules could be
emulated, helping to improve Virtual Commissioning. The final goal is to allow a PLC
project created for a real system to be run again the corresponding virtual model without
any change. To achieve this, a driver able to emulate the communication behaviour of an
Ethernet/IP fieldbus module is developed and tested against a real PLC program.
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Abbreviations
CAN

Control Area Network

ECAT

Ethernet for Control Automation Technology

EtherCAT

Ethernet for Control Automation Technology

ENIP

Ethernet Industrial Protocol

Ethernet/IP

Ethernet Industrial Protocol

HIL

Hardware in The Loop

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

IoT

Internet of Things

I/O

Input/Output

IP

Internet Protocol

IT

Information Technologies

MCEE

Manufacturing Cell Emulation Environment

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

VC

Virtual Commissioning
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the last years, the conventional methods used in the industry have evolved, leading
to the Industry 4.0. This emergence was propitiated by the progressively digitalization of
the production, along the development of increasingly accurate and powerful simulation
software (Lang, Reggelin, Jobran, & Hofmann, 2018). The present project aims to apply
those new concepts appearing with the Industry 4.0, such as Virtual Commissioning and
the Industrial Internet of Things, for the development of a solution that allows a proper
emulation of the communication behaviour between a PLC and other devices.

1.1. Background
During the development of a manufacturing system, different stages can be distinguished:
design, assembly, logic programming and finally, the commissioning, in which the
previous steps are tested for error detection and programming optimization. Before the
appearance of emulation tools, the conventional methods required the execution of each
of the stages consecutively, as well as implementing the design using real equipment.
With the development of VC, these drawbacks disappear. By using a virtual model, the
amount of time and resources wasted in the commissioning phase could be significantly
reduced, avoiding possible errors that could have appeared in the assembly and logic
programming stages (Eguti & Trabasso, 2018; Hibino & Fukuda, 2008; Lee & Park,
2015).
Not only the methods for the planification of an automated system are evolving with the
Industry 4.0, but also the components and their communication. To provide a better
control of the different components of a manufacturing plant, the concept of Internet of
Things has been adapted to the industry. This has implied a revolution in the industrial
device communications, leading to the emergence of new industrial Ethernet based
components, such as smart sensors, in addition to the fieldbus modules. EtherCAT,
Ethernet/IP or Profinet, among others, have appeared as an adaptation of the Ethernet
protocol to optimize the real-time communication of these fieldbuses, something essential
in every automated system (Fuchs, Gercikow, & Schmidt, 2017; Z. Lin & Pearson, 2017).
Simumatik, the company behind this project, is developing a software for VC, which
combines all the previous concepts into a unique product. This tool was developed to
emulate industrial automated systems by building virtual models of them, which could be
fully tested. Nowadays, this tool is mainly used in automation courses and research
projects of the University of Skövde, as well as on other universities over the world.
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1.2. Problem description
One of the main issues of Virtual Commissioning is related to the communication
between the PLC and other devices, like for example a fieldbus module, which is the
focus of this project. A PLC includes some I/O cards, where sensors are connected to the
input connections and actuators, such as relays or valve solenoids, to the outputs. These
cards are limited, so extensions are usually needed. This is the reason why it is commo n
to also use multiples fieldbuses modules that have their own I/O cards.
The different fieldbus modules and the PLC are connected by Ethernet cables to a switch,
creating a common network for every device. In order to communicate between them, a
specific internet protocol is used. As part of the development of the Industrial Internet of
Things some industrial protocols have been created for this task.
Nowadays, virtual models currently represent the geometrical, kinematic and behaviour
of the real components, but not their communication aspect. This implies that the
communication between the PLC and the fieldbus modules is simplified, as these
protocols are not implemented, and a workaround is done using i.e. OPC UA
communication.
In real life, the fieldbus modules are included as hardware devices in a PLC project. In
the configuration of each one, the different I/O cards connections are mapped to the PLC
variables that control them. However, if the same project is run against a virtual model,
the PLC will return an error, as the hardware devices are not found. This is because these
devices are not emulated, what means that they must be removed from the project, or in
the best case disabled. Therefore, their I/O cards connections must be manually moved to
a global variable list, which technically is just reserved for internal variables of the PLC.
This difference results on having to maintain two different PLC project for the same
system, the real one and the virtual one. Emulating the communication interface of the
components could avoid this issue and make even easier to work with the virtual model.

1.3. Objectives
The main goal of this project is to allow the emulation of PLC hardware devices, with a
focus on the ethernet based fieldbus modules. The objective is to make real PLC projects
compatibles with their corresponding virtual models, removing the need of having to
maintain two different projects. To achieve this, a prototype driver able to replicate the
communication behaviour of a fieldbus module will be developed. Moreover, the PLC
will not be able to distinguish between the real and the emulated device.
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For the proper development of the project, it is necessary to consider certain points:
•
•
•
•

Research on the current IIoT development, to get knowledge about the different
implementations of the Ethernet based fieldbuses.
Choose and study a fieldbus protocol specification.
Develop a driver that fulfil the requirements.
Test the driver with different experiments.

1.4. Delimitations
In order to delimitate the project, some factors will be considered. The fieldbus protocol
chosen will not be entirely studied, but just the parts used by the fieldbus modules. Some
physical modules will be tested, and the prototype driver will just replicate the
communication behaviour between them and the PLC.
Furthermore, multiple configurations and working modes are available in the PLC and
the fieldbus module. However, just the default ones provided by Codesys’ documentation
will be implemented.
To summarize, a real physical fieldbus I/O module will be connected to the PLC, and a
demo program will be used to test its behaviour. Next, the same PLC program will be run
against the emulated module, which must work the same way as the original.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This project aims to give a solution for a technical limitation that is usually found in
Virtual Commissioning. However, it is not intended to be a mere illustration of technical
skills, but a research project. This means that, in addition to a technical solution, it should
provide certain academic characteristics such as analysis, argument, justification and
critical evaluation. Furthermore, it should contribute to the creation of knowledge in a
particular way (Oates, 2006). The present chapter is dedicated to the explanation of the
methodology applied, focusing on the academic qualities that every research project
should possess.
As explained in Oates (2006), for the development of IT products it is usually followed a
research strategy called Design and Creation. Any researcher following this strategy aims
to develop a product as a contribution to knowledge. For the present project, this
contribution is intended to be the development of a fieldbus module emulation software,
and the different procedures to achieve this solution.
Therefore, as a Design and Creation research, this project present an iterative process
from a problem-solving perspective, involving the following steps: awareness,
suggestion, development, evaluation and conclusion. The methodology followed in this
project to work though these stages is called waterfall model. This means that the
development of each stage needs to be completed before continuing with the following
one (Oates, 2006). Figure 1 shows a diagram with this methodology.

Figure 1. Methodology
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In the Awareness stage, the problem is recognised. This can be translated into the study
and development of the Frame of Reference and Literature Review, in which is obtained
a better comprehension of the different fields of study that this project covers.
Furthermore, in this stage, the different fieldbuses protocols are analysed, and the most
suitable one is afterwards selected.
The Suggestion stage starts once the protocol is chosen. This part consists on the design
and development of a tentative idea, to obtain an overview of how the problem could be
solved. Therefore, at this point it is developed a prototype of the driver, in order to prove
whether the selected protocol emulation is suitable.
The Development stage begins when it is proved that the tentative idea is feasible, and it
consists on the implementation of this idea into a proposed IT artefact. For this project,
this means that, once the idea of emulation is proved to be possible for the selected
protocol in the Suggestion stage, this protocol is afterwards studied in detail and
implemented for the final solution in the Development stage. This last stage is divided in
two parts, described in following chapters of this document: The General Implementation
Design, in which the protocol is deeply analysed, and the General Implementation
Development, in which this analysis leads to the adaptation of the protocol for the final
driver.
In the Evaluation stage it is examined the developed artefact for its validation. At this
point it is considered if the solution achieved differs from the expectations at the
beginning of the research. In other words, here is when the driver behaviour and results
are analysed. If the results obtained do not fulfil the desired expectations it would be
necessary to go back to the Awareness or Suggestion stage.
The Conclusion stage works as written recompilation of the knowledge obtained at the
end of this research. Here is where the results are consolidated, and the future work is
identified for further investigations.
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3. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
During the last decades, the increasing development of the technology and the population
growth has converted the environment into a mere resource supplier, to fulfil the
excessive needs of the human society. Due to this exploitation, the environmental
damages are becoming at some points irreparable, threatening in a very close future the
natural resources needed for the development of the incoming generations (Hopwood,
Mellor, & O’Brien, 2005).
Sustainable development appears as a response to this environment abuse. It could be
understood as a way of development and resource acquisition that enables humanity to
fulfil its needs without compromising the needs of future generations. Therefore, this is
the process that humanity will need to follow to achieve sustainability (Parkin, 2000).
Three dimensions of the sustainable development process could be distinguished:
economic, social and environmental. Its interrelation is usually represented by the Venn
diagram, figure 2 (Amenabar & Carreras, 2018; Parkin, 2000). These three aspects will
be analysed in the following chapters, in addition to their application to the present
project.

Figure 2.Venn Diagram for Sustainable Development

3.1. Environmental Sustainability
From the environmental perspective, the sustainable development aims to achieve the
balance between human resource consuming and nature resource re-generation. When
referring to an engineering project, it is necessary to use as less resources as possible to
avoid unnecessary wastes.
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By using VC, the amount of time, material and energy is reduced considerably, as
proved in several researches, (Ayani, Ng, & Birtic, 2018; Eguti & Trabasso, 2018;
Reinhart & Wünsch, 2007). This project aims to convert VC in a more accurate tool by
emulating the communication behaviour of a PLC I/O module, which will allow less
wastes of resources in future engineer projects.

3.2. Economic Sustainability
The economic side of the sustainable development refers to the application of different
methods for using the existing resources optimally, to obtain long-term economic
growth without affecting negatively the environmental and social aspects of the
population (Spangenberg, 2005).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, VC allows a significant reduction in time,
material and energy wastes that appears during the commissioning stage of every
automation project, and therefore, a cost saving. In addition, the virtual model created
could be reused and modified for future projects or operators training. These features
convert VC in a tool to allow resources optimization, following the statements of
economic sustainability.

3.3. Social Sustainability
Social Sustainability could be defined as reflected in McKenzie (2004):
Social sustainability occurs when the formal and informal processes, systems,
structures and relationships actively support the capacity of current and future
generations to create healthy and liveable communities. Socially sustainable
communities are equitable, diverse, connected and democratic and provide a
good quality of life.
Due to this definition, social sustainability is not intended to be a goal achieved by this
project. However, during its elaboration the social values have been respected, aiming
to reach the desired statements of social sustainability.
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4. FRAME OF REFERENCE
4.1. Virtual Commissioning
Virtual Commissioning consist on the integration between simulation and emulation
technologies, along with real elements of a certain production plant (Eguti & Trabasso,
2018). The use of this tool, in comparison with the real commissioning, has been proved
to bring a significant savings in time and resources when trying to develop an automated
manufacturing system (Eguti & Trabasso, 2018; Reinhart & Wünsch, 2007). Specifically,
VC brings a reduction in the design/fabrication time of the system since it allows to work
simultaneously on different stages of the project, in addition to easily detect and correct
the incoming mistakes. Furthermore, this tool allows to reduce the commissioning time
up to 75%, when comparing it to real commissioning (Reinhart & Wünsch, 2007).
One of the most employed VC approaches to model a manufacturing system is the
discrete event simulation. However, due to its level of abstraction, it has several
limitations and is usually applied for the plant level (Lee & Park, 2014; Reinhart &
Wünsch, 2007). Hence, for the full verification of the manufacturing plant, it is necessary
to develop a model that can be fully described at the level of sensors and actuators.
Therefore, the physical and logical device modelling need to be implemented in order to
achieve the complete emulation of the system, including the physical attributes of the
device (shape, kinematics, etc.) in addition to the logical relationships and behaviour
between the virtual devices and the controller (Lee & Park, 2014).

4.2. Emulation
For a deeper understanding of what VC is based on, it is necessary to clarify the concept
of emulation, slightly different from simulation, and its implementation in the
manufacturing industry.
One of the main disadvantages of the virtual models lies in its accuracy. As a virtual
representation of the reality, simulation/emulation models’ main objective is to imitate
the real model performance as precise as possible. This level of accuracy depends to a
large extent on the details and features added to the virtual model, in addition to its level
of complexity (McGregor, 2002).
Whereas simulation’s main purpose is to model the whole system for its further analysis
and/or improvement, emulation tries as well to minimize the existing “gap” between the
virtual model and the reality by replacing a part of this model with a real part of the
original system. In the VC of a manufacturing plant, for example, the controller is not
simulated, but used for receiving and testing the signals coming from the virtual model
of the plant to achieve more accurate results. Hence, simulation could be considered as a
part of an emulation model (McGregor, 2002; Ok Urk, 2019).
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Following this concept, emulation is assumed to be the implementation of a real part to a
certain simulated model. Moreover, this statement could be reformulated and keeps
remaining valid: emulation could be considered as the implementation of a simulation
part to a certain real model (McGregor, 2002).

4.3. Programmable Logic Controllers
In every automated system, it can be distinguished four types of components: sensors,
actuators, industrial controllers and the process or system, figure 3. A PLC is the most
frequent type of industrial controllers implemented in automated processes. Its main
purpose is to manage the signals coming from the sensors according to an internal
programmed logic and send afterwards certain instructions to the actuators, to make a
desired change into the process or system (Bolton, 2015; Dunning, 2005).

Figure 3. Components of an automated system

More specifically, a PLC is a type of microprocessor or industrial computer that uses a
memory to save programmable instructions, allowing the engineer to implement
functions such as timing, sequencing, arithmetic or control. Furthermore, PLCs are
designed in such way that there is not necessary to have complex knowledges about
computer programming to operate with them because they are programmed in an easily
understood language (Bolton, 2015; Dunning, 2005).
Commonly in PLC hardware is possible to distinguish different types of components,
each one with its own function. These components are the CPU, power supply unit,
programming device, memory, I/O interface section, that allows the processor to send and
collect the digital and analogic data, and finally the communications interface, which
receives and send information from different and remote PLCs on communication
networks (Bolton, 2015).

4.4. Internet
Internet is a network that connects millions of devices around the world. These devices,
known as hosts, are connected between them by special devices that act as packets
commutators, such as routers and switches, that take the data from a device and send it to
another one. The different hosts are connected with an Ethernet cable to the packet
commutators, which are connected between them with an optical fiber cable or a coaxial
cable (Kurose & Ross, 2010).
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In order to make the data exchange possible, these hosts usually adopt a client-server
model, where one host is waiting to receive data from another one. Both hosts make use
of a socket to exchange data in a network, which is a software helper provided by the
operating system used by the device. For this information exchange, there are involved
several protocols to make it possible (Kurose & Ross, 2010).
These protocols specify the data order and its format, and they are organized in layers,
each one offering a service to the next one. The Internet makes use of five layers to work:
physical layer, link layer, internet layer, transport layer and the application layer (Kurose
& Ross, 2010).
In the application layer, it can be found the protocols that make use of the transferred raw
data, e.g. http for webpages. In the transport layer, it can be found the protocols that
oversee the exchange of information, like TCP, that creates a continuous connection and
guarantees the data correct exchange, and UDP, which is faster by just sending/receiving
the data without checking it and without proving any continuous connection. The internet
layer includes IP, which provides every host with an IP address as an identifier to allow
the movement data between them. Finally, the physical and the link layers are the ones
which move the data between two hosts thought a transmission medium (Kurose & Ross,
2010).
The data transferred through the Internet is known as packet, and it contains information
from different layers’ protocols and the raw data, which is the information needed to
transfer. Furthermore, a packet data can be reorganized in the different layers, as each one
is embedded on the previous one. The initial layer would be the physical one, and the last
the application layer, where is the final raw data (Kurose & Ross, 2010).

4.5. Internet of Things
Initially, the Internet was created to connect people with information that they wanted to
share or to connect people between them. Nowadays it is also being used to connect
people to physical objects and to connect these objects to another ones. This new use of
Internet received the name of IoT (Singh & Singh, 2016).
This trending has arrived in the industry too, where components such as sensors or
actuators are also being connected to a common network. This receives the name of IIoT
and is the reason why the industry is adapting the Ethernet as the default fieldbus
connection. This leads to the developing of new Internet protocols.
The main purpose of the IoT is to create a network of devices where they can identify
themselves to other ones using an IP address. This allows them to have social and
environmental context and act in a smarter way. It also introduces a better communication
flow between people and devices, for example between the different components and the
controller. (Bellagente, Ferrari, Flammini, Rinaldi, & Sisinni, 2016; Singh & Singh,
2016).
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4.6. Field Bus
In the current industry, automation systems are using different fieldbus solutions. A
fieldbus is a digital data bus that allows the connection and real time communication of
controllers, sensors and actuators. It could be considered as the means to create a network
between the different nodes. This technology was created in the 90s and nowadays is still
being developed (Shoshani, Mitschke, & Stephan, 2010; Thomesse, National, Lorraine,
& Nancy, n.d.).
Initially, fieldbuses were using a serial connection between all the components, where the
most used protocols to handle the communication were CAN, Modbus and Profibus. In
the last years, the use of Ethernet as the physical communication layer in industry is
increasing due to the higher speed, connection distances and connected devices. This
evolution lead to the development of new industrial Ethernet protocols, such as
EtherCAT, Ethernet/IP, Profinet, among others, as the common Ethernet protocol was not
optimized to send short and frequent messages (Ethernet, 2004; Z. Lin & Pearson, 2017).
This report is written with the Industry 4.0 on mind, therefore the focus will be on the
Industrial Ethernet based protocols, specifically the ones named before as they seem to
be most used nowadays.

4.6.1. EtherCAT
EtherCAT, is the response from Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik to the Ethernet protocols
downsides. Its main purpose is to reduce the unnecessary data transmission, such as some
headers or broadcast, and to provide short cycle times of less than 100ms (Ethernet, 2004;
H. Y. Lin et al., 2018).
The main operation principle consists on a master-slave ring topology. The master
generates a packet that passes between the slaves, which extract or insert data and send it
to the following one. Finally, the last of them will send the packet back to the master as a
response. The communication is done with ECAT, its own protocol optimized for the
above behaviour. However, in order to maintain fully compatible with the Ethernet
hardware and protocol, it could be implemented with UDP/IP or TCP/IP (Ethernet, 2004;
Kumar & Kumar, 2013; Rostan, Stubbs, & Dzilno, 2010).

4.6.2. Ethernet/IP
Ethernet/IP is a protocol developed by Rockwell Automation and currently maintained
mainly by ODVA. It was born as an implementation of CIP on top of the Ethernet protocol
to provide a common application layer. Its features are real-time I/O messaging, explicit
message exchange, and the use of the exactly same technology of Ethernet, which is wellknown and accessible (Kumar & Kumar, 2013; Liu, 2012).
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The communication model consists on a master-slave, where the slaves could also
communicate between them, as every device is connected to a switch. Every node filters
the packet that are being broadcasted, so the role of the switches is just to forward the
incoming ones. Furthermore, a direct communication could be achieved by using the IP
address of the device. The communication is done with the Ethernet/IP protocol, known
as ENIP, which is just a way of organizing the data sent inside TCP/IP or UDP/IP packets
(Kumar & Kumar, 2013; Paul, 2001).

4.6.3. Profinet
Profinet is an open standard protocol developed by Profibus International for industrial
networking in automation. Its main feature is the full coexistence with the Ethernet
protocol, making it perfect for the Internet of things. This allows having a real-time
protocol for the compatible devices, while still be able to communicate using TCP/IP and
UDP/IP at the same time (Bellagente et al., 2016; Feld, 2005; Yang & Li, 2014).
To allow the communication between the devices, normal switches can be used to create
a network. Profinet can transfer data in multiple ways, depending on the importance and
the allowed delay. Low priority data, such as configuration is send using a non-real-time
communication like UDP/IP (100ms). The communication between the devices can be
made using a real-time one (1-10ms) or an Isochronous real-time one (1ms) (Antolović
et al., 2006; Bellagente et al., 2016).
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5. LITERATURE REVIEW
Due to this project novelty, it has not been researched previously the emulation of a
fieldbus module to solve a problem similar to the exposed in the Introduction chapter;
therefore, there are no publications directly related to this issue. For that reason, the
Literature Review chapter of this research is intended to reflect the analysis performed
in several publications related to different field of study of this project. More
specifically, it has been considered necessary to look for publications focusing on
different aspects of emulation, in order to have a better comprehension of what this
project could be used for, and to obtain different methods to achieve a solution.

5.1. Application of emulation in manufacturing industry
Due to the development of the manufacturing industries and software technologies,
emulation has become an extended tool used to achieve more accurate results without the
need to use real equipment. Moreover, is it increasingly implemented and studied in
different projects for being one of the most optimal methods in the manufacturing system
implementation phase.
A case study of the use of emulation in the manufacturing industry is performed by Hibino
& Fukuda (2008), who developed their own Manufacturing Cell Emulation Environment,
or MCEE, in order to synchronize the manufacturing system emulators with real
equipment. To do so, the MCEE needed to achieve four essential functions:
-

Emulating the manufacturing cell components behaviour using real world data
Logically wire the emulated world data with the real-world data.
Transmitting the signals between the emulated world and the real world.
Stablishing a network interface to allow the communication between the real
controller and the emulators.

The author used the ORiN engine to integrate these functions into the MCEE, carrying
out afterwards a case study of the implementation of the explained methodology.
Similar to the previous study, Guerrero, López, & Mejía (2014) developed a virtual
manufacturing cell to validate PLC code using. The authors used the NX and CATIA
software to create the computerized drawings of the different components of the cell for,
afterwards, importing them into Process Simulate software to create the virtual
environment. The Kinematics Editor and the CEE tools of the Process Simulate software
allows the authors to stablish the kinematics and the physics of the dynamics components
in order to test the virtual environment. For the following PLC integration into the
emulated model and the behaviour and communication testing, the researchers used the
PLCSIM software. By doing so, they achieve to develop a functional emulated model of
a whole manufacturing cell, which allow them testing different PLC codes without the
need to use real equipment.
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Segee & Allen (1997) developed a factory automation emulator to replicate the behaviour
of a material handling system. They managed to mimic the actions of every sensor,
motors, conveyor belts, other actuators and even the operators. In other words, they
developed an emulator that make the logic controllers and the PC’s believe they are
controlling the real system. This emulator was an object-oriented software written in C++,
which divides the automation system into different parts. This division let the
programmer to concentrate on only a reduced number of outputs and inputs for a certain
area, making easier the task of programming.
These papers show the importance of the communication between the components of
every virtual model and the PLC. More specifically, it can be concluded that the way a
sensor or actuator signal is transmitted from the device to the controller is essential for
the development of a successful model for Virtual Commissioning. As seen in Hibino &
Fukuda (2008), some of the MCEE main functions are to take care of the proper wiring
and transmission of the data. From Guerrero, López, & Mejía (2014) it could be obtained
the same conclusion: the communication testing takes an important role for the emulation
achievement, in this case thanks to the PLCSIM software. Segee & Allen (1997) provides
a different perspective of emulation, extracted and adapted for the present project. The
methodology followed in this paper is the one applied when developing the fieldbus
emulation: writing an object-oriented software to divide the protocol into different parts.
By doing so, the programming task became more suitable, and make the programmer be
able to concentrate better on specific tasks, as it is reflected in the paper.

5.2. Application of emulation for network virtualization
Emulation is a tool not only applied in the manufacturing industry but also related to
network virtualization for testing and for performance study. Due to the present project
aims to emulate an Ethernet based fieldbus, it was considered necessary to have a better
comprehension of this concept by researching different studies centred on network
emulation. Although the following papers do not focus on the same concept as this
project, some researching methods and concepts are used for it.
In Maegawa, Nakamura, Yamasaki, & Ohsaki, (2018), the authors applied the ATINET
to emulate an automotive IP network environment based on EthernetAVB. By doing so,
they manage to emulate an EthernetAVB switch using a computer running in Linux
operative system. To achieve that, a previous study of the different communication
standards that comprises EthernetAVB was carried out:
-

the 802.1Qat, used to perform high-reliable and low-latency communication.
the 802.1Qav, used to transfer real-time traffic with low latency, specifying
multiple priorities for traffic classes.
the 802.1AS, which provides timing synchronization with microsecond-order
granularity.

After this study, the authors implemented the 802.1Qav in Linux operating system to
emulate the Ethernet switch supporting EthernetAVB.
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Babu & Nicol (2016), take a step forward in network virtualization integrating the
network simulator 3SF and the virtual machine Timekeeper into their research. By doing
so, they managed to completely reproduce the behaviour of a PLC network combining
emulation and simulation synchronously in virtual time. To achieve this objective, the
authors used an open source python-based PLC emulator called Awlsim, which also
allows the simulation of sensor inputs and read output values. Due to this software does
not support the notion of networked PLC, the authors of this research developed a pythonbased MODBUS stack to allow two Awlsim instances to communicate to each other,
using the MODBUS application layer protocol. They afterwards run these PLC instances
controlled by 3SF through Timekeeper.
These two researches show an overview of how to proceed when trying to emulate the
behaviour of a whole network. Maegawa, Nakamura, Yamasaki, & Ohsaki, (2018)
research has been added in this chapter because they achieved the emulation of a
physical device by replicating a previously studied communication standard, similar to
what is intended to achieve in this project. For a different reason ⸺ the emulation of a
PLC network ⸺, Babu & Nicol (2016) manage, not only to emulate the behaviour of a
PLC, but also its communication by reproducing the MODBUS application layer
protocol. These publications were chosen because the different approaches they provide
for solving an emulation problem could be used for this project.

5.3. Application of emulation for industrial fieldbus
Emulation of industrial fieldbuses is not an innovation in the industry, as some different
researches have been carried out in this field. Although most of the studied papers refers
to CAN emulation, a serial-based fieldbus, the performed methodology in the following
studies have a deep relation with the objectives of the present project.
Kim, Lee, & Jin, (2011) aimed to integrate in a single computing device the IMA
architecture, focusing specially in the implementation of avionics data bus. In this paper
it is proposed the Controller Area Network (CAN) as the fieldbus for the data
transmission. The authors used the ARINC 653 standard, which gives the guidelines for
the IMA architecture implementation. In order to allow multiple partitions of this standard
to access a CAN device, the authors emulate the CAN bus for IMA architecture,
implementing a novel design of network I/O virtualization for this fieldbus protocol. They
manage to emulate the CAN bus by analysing the different features of this protocol, as
exposed in the paper.
Breaban, Koedam, Stuijk, & Goossens (2016) follows a similar line of researching
implementing a different method for CAN emulation. In this case, a software emulation
of the CAN controller is developed in C programming language following the
specifications of the standard ISO 11898 and implemented afterwards in the CoMilk
virtual processor. By doing this, the authors present how CAN bus emulation bus could
be designed and implemented in four different ways.
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An industrial fieldbus emulation different from CAN protocol was developed by Baud &
Felser (2006). The researchers explore a different perspective in the application of
fieldbus emulation, in this case implementing Profinet protocol, using it for studying its
behaviour while carrying out a Man-in-the-middle attack. More specifically, by analysing
the protocol, they concluded that the most interesting case of study for Profinet failures
were the duplication of assignment for Profinet names, the duplication of assignment of
IP addresses and the mix-up of MAC addresses. To force these failures to happen, the
authors emulated a Profinet I/O device, and connected to the same network as the
controller and the real I/O device. Afterwards, the controller is faked with the IP address
of the emulated device. By doing so, they manage to emulate input values with no need
to disconnect the real device from the network.
These researches show a clear common way of work when referring to fieldbus
emulation: the first study of the protocol is essential for its further replication.
Furthermore, they expose how fieldbus emulation could be used in many different fields
of the industry. Kim, Lee, & Jin, (2011) use the CAN bus virtualization to allow the IMA
architecture implementation in a single device. The previous analysis of the protocol
allows the author to afterwards implement it for its own purposes. In the same way
Breaban, Koedam, Stuijk, & Goossens (2016) explore the scope of CAN emulation. Baud
& Felser (2006) shows the methodology followed for the emulation of a Profinet I/O
device. These three publications provide similar perspectives of industrial fieldbus
emulation that will be considered for the development of this project.
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6. DEVELOPMENT
6.1. Tentative Design
6.1.1. Initial considerations
The initial goal of the tentative design was to prove that the communication between an
emulated I/O module and the PLC was possible. The main objective was fooling the PLC,
so it could not distinguish between a real device and the emulated one. This emulated
module would be named as driver, for future references.
The programming language chosen for the project was Python because of being easy to
use and having previous experience with it. Simumatik core is also written in Python, so
the integration of the driver would be easier to accomplish.
In relation with the different fieldbuses protocols, an initial study of them was carried out
for the Frame of Reference. The most important fieldbuses found due to its high
implementation in the industry were EtherCAT, Ethernet/IP and Profinet. Between these
protocols, the choice for this project was Ethernet/IP, as it just provides an Internet
Application Layer. This means that the protocol just tells how the exchanged data is
organized. This way, the focus could be put in the communication behaviour, and not in
dealing with low level internet layers. Moreover, the University of Skövde could also
provide several fieldbus modules from different brands that use this protocol. This allows
to have more examples of communications to analyse and be sure that the behaviour is
consistent.
As already mentioned in the Methodology, to analyse the communication between the
PLC and the fieldbus module, Wireshark was going to be used. This software allows to
capture the packets exchanged between devices and analyse them.
In order to reduce the set-up needed for the project and keep it simple, an emulated PLC
was used, known as Soft-PLC. It is provided by Codesys software, and it allows to convert
a device, such as a computer, into a full PLC.
Initially, for the protocol study, a fieldbus module was connected to a computer that was
running the PLC software management and the Soft-PLC. Afterwards, for the driver
testing, one computer was used for the PLC management and the ENIP driver, while
another one was running the Soft-PLC.

6.1.2. Prototype
The first objective for the development of the prototype was to generate a trace of the
whole communication between the IO module and the PLC. For this purpose, a Codesys
project was created, the physical I/O module was set-up, and the PC was configured as a
Soft-PLC. In order to allow the communication between Codesys and the I/O module, it
was necessary to add in the project a Generic Ethernet/IP module, as explained in the
Codesys documentation (Faq.codesys.com, 2019).
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The next step was to develop a simple program in Codesys to prove if the communication
was taking place properly. This program would just turn on one of the leds of the I/O
module in order to test it. This led was linked to one of the connections of the output card
of the module. In this case, the direction Qx0.0 was used, which refers to the first
connection of the first output card. The figure 4 shows the project created in Codesys.

Figure 4. Testing project in Codesys

In order to implement the Generic Ethernet/IP device in Codesys, an Ethernet module and
an Ethernet/IP scanner must be added first, as shown in the left panel of the figure 4.
Some parameters need to be configure in the device to make the communication works.
This configuration is fully explained in the Appendix A.
Once the connection between the real fieldbus modules and the PLC was working
properly, Wireshark was used to capture the packets exchange, figure 5.

Figure 5. Trace of the Wago IO module
As it can be observed in the ENIP documentation for vendors (Open DeviceNet Vendor
Association, Inc. (ODVA), 2008), the trace in the figure 5 was showing the sequence of
the steps needed to open an I/O message connection. Initially, the connection setup is
done in TCP. Once established, the communication is done through UDP, which is
independent from the previous one. In the Figure 6 it is represented the protocol
connection sequence.
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Figure 6. ENIP connection sequence

The prototype development and full code is explained in the Appendix B. This first
version was able to establish a connection with the PLC without any apparent problem,
fulfilling the main requirement of the tentative design. In the communication between
the prototype and the PLC, Codesys was showing that a connection was trying to be
established when exchanging the Register Session and the Connection Manager packets.
The status can be observed in the Figure 7.

Figure 7. Ethernet device connection in Codesys

Once the UDP packets transmission started, the PLC was showing that the connection
was successful, as seen in the Figure 8. At this point, it was clear that the prototype was
working as expected.

Figure 8. Ethernet/IP device connection in Codesys
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However, the prototype was really limited, so the next steps were making it more flexible
and smarter. In addition, the I/O data was not exchanged, and the packets data were
relying on the Wireshark trace.
This is why, an in-depth study of the Ethernet/IP protocol was carried out in order to get
more knowledge about it. Once it was clear how the protocol works, which data is
exchanged and their use, the development of the final driver began.

6.2. General Implementation Design
In this chapter, the different ENIP packets shown in the figure 8 are going to be
analysed in a high-level, in order to understand how the data is organized. A more
technical and in-depth description of the data fields is found in the Appendix C. This
study will later allow the development of an ENIP parser for the driver, necessary to
read and modify every value of the packets. This will be also essential for the proper
packets generation in the driver.
The first packet exchanged in the ENIP communication is the Register Session. Its
fields, default values and bytes sizes can be observed in the Figure 9. The general
structure of the TCP packets consists on an Encapsulation Header, and a Command
Specific Data, which data vary depending on the specific packet.
In the Encapsulation Header, the command field shows the type of packet sent, the
length is the size in bytes of the Command Specific Data, the Session Handle is a
random ID set by the PLC, and finally the sender context is a random ID set by the
module in the response. Therefore, the only difference between the Register Session
request and the response, is that in the response the Sender Context is set.
The Command Specific Data of the Register Session is the same for the request and the
response, as they are fixed values in this packet. Depending on the packet, it will have
different fields.

Figure 9. Register Session packet
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Once the exchanged of the Register Session request and response is finished, the
Connection Manager request is sent by the PLC, which is shown in the Figure 10. This
packet is the more complex one, as the module configuration of the PLC is sent to be
checked by the physical module.
The Encapsulation Header is reused from the previous exchanged, modifying just the
command value. In the Command Specific Data, the data is organized in several items,
that are inside the Item List parameter. Moreover, the data needed to change to UDP is
also exchanged in this packet.

Figure 10. CM (Request) packet

Next, the module will sent the Connection Manager response to the PLC, shown in the
Figure 11. This packet is really similar to the request, and the main changes are just
found in the Data of the Unconnected Data Item. In this packet, the module is sending
its vendor data, used by the PLC to also check the correct configuration of the device.

Figure 11. CM (Response) packet
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If the PLC-module configuration was correct, the TCP exchange would be finished, and
the connection would be established. The next step would be the UDP communication,
where the I/O data is exchanged in a loop. The packet used for this purpose is the CIP
I/O, shown in the Figure 12, whose structure is different than the previous one. The I/O
data is found in Data field of the Connected Data Item, and every time it changes its
value, the field CIP Sequence Count is incremented.

Figure 12. CIP I/O packet

6.3. General Implementation Development
6.3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the implementation of the final version of the driver is going to be
described, which works as an intermediary between the virtual model and the PLC. Its
objective is to emulate a fieldbus module using the Ethernet/IP protocol and make a
connection with the PLC. Once the connection is done, it would listen for the virtual
model inputs, like for example a pressed button, and then notify the PLC. The PLC
program would process this information and return an output to the driver, which is sent
back to the virtual model, such as turning on a light.
After the research done in the General Implementation Design, the first goal for the driver
was to not depend on copied packets from Wireshark. This was a workaround that, thanks
to the acquired knowledge of the protocol, can now be removed. Instead, the driver
modifies the request packets received at real time from the PLC, matching the right
response. Furthermore, there were some other things not implemented in the prototype,
such as the sequence and the I/O data handling in the UDP connection.
All these features have been introduced in the driver in order to provide a real behaviour
emulation. The driver development is focused on the flexibility of the tool, which must
be easily extendable. Ethernet/IP packets are split in smaller pieces, that are combined to
generate a full valid packet. This way, packets parts are modular, making easy to add new
ones to create new packets. Furthermore, the architecture used for the packets generation
allows to access and modify any parameter, and dynamically recalculate any necessary
field, such as the size, having full control on the information received and sent.
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6.3.2. Final driver
The final version of the driver is described below from high-level perspective, focusing
on the general functioning and design decisions. The full code and its explanation are
found in the Appendix D. The driver is developed using an object-oriented programming
paradigm, what means that classes are going to be created as objects abstractions that can
be instantiated when necessary, and it works asynchronously.
The driver uses a generic template provided by the company, which is ready to run on
their platform and communicate with it. However, the implementation will remain
independent and generic, being easy to adapt it to work with any other software.
The software works as a state-machine, as shown in the picture Figure 13. First, it will
initialize all the variables, and then it will go to the dosetup step, where the connection
with the PLC is established. This correspond to the TCP part, where the Register Session
and the Connection Manager are exchanged. Next, the driver will execute in a loop the
dorun step, in which the communication with the Virtual Commissioning software is
done. This correspond with the UDP part, where the I/O data from the virtual model is
exchanged. In case of any error is found during the process, the driver will move to the
docleanup, where it will try to reset itself and start again the flow.

Figure 13. Driver state-machine diagram

In relation to the abstraction developed for the Ethernet/IP protocol, an example is
shown in the Figure 14. Every ENIP packet is split in smaller independent pieces, which
are recreated in the driver as objects. This way, a specific packet is created by just
joining different objects, like a puzzle, whose data fields are then filled.
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Figure 14. ENIP abstraction application in the driver

This is why, the first piece used to create a TCP ENIP packet is an EnipPacket object,
which has two children, an EncapsulationHeader and a data object. In the example
provided, it is shown a Connection Manager request packet, so the data object in this
case is a CMPacketData. This object is integrated by other three objects, the CMitems.
Every item has some fields and a data type, in order to specify the item needed. As the
packet of the Figure 14 is a request, one of the items is a CMitemReqData00b2. If the
packet wanted was instead the response, for its generation it would be necessary to take
the out the CMitemReqData00b2 and replace it by the CMitemResData00b2 object.
This shows how powerful the abstraction is.
A more detailed explanation of the behaviour of this driver can be found in appendix D.
Moreover, the source code of the driver can be found online in the following repository:
https://github.com/yaymalaga/ENIP_driver.
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7. RESULTS
Once the driver development is finished, it has been tested against Codesys in order to
ensure its correct behaviour and communication with the PLC. In this first experiment,
the input values were manually introduced in the driver.
In Codesys, the Ethernet/IP Generic module was configured as an ENIP slave with 1 input
and output card, and another input card. The I/O cards used 2 bytes for the input and 1
byte for the output, so the idea was to use a txt to write there the input value in
hexadecimal, which is 4 characters, 2 per every card. Then, instead of reading the value
in the driver from the pipe, it would be read from this file. This way, the emulated input
bits could be modified at any time and sent to Codesys to check the resultant output
generated by the PLC.
A small program for the PLC has been created for the testing, as shown in the Figure 15.
When the input Ix0.1 is on (00000010 00000000 in binary and 02 00 in hex), the output
Qx0.6 is enabled (01000000 in binary and 40 in hex), which keeps on until Ix0.1 is
disabled and enabled again.

Figure 15. Codesys program for testing

The trace generated of Wireshark after running the driver and connecting to Codesys is
shown in the Figure 16. As it can be seen, it is exactly the same as the physical driver.
Both the TCP and the UDP connections are working properly, as even the CIP I/O packets
are being exchanged without any problem.
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Figure 16. Wireshark capture of the running driver and Codesys connection

The output of the driver after running is displayed in the Figure 17.In the first three lines,
it can be seen that the driver executed the doSetup function, sent the initial I/O packet,
and finally received the response. Next, as a new data was received it was sent through
the pipe, as shown in the 4th line. After, the driver started the doRun function in loop, as
informed in the 5th line.
The txt data was then changed to “02 00”, and a packet was sent to the PLC, as shown in
the 6th line, corresponding to Ix0.1. The response of the PLC is shown in the 7 th line,
where Qx06 was enabled and then notified through the pipe in the line 8. In the line 9, it
was sent “00 00” to disable the input, and as the PLC output data didn’t changed, it was
not notified to the pipe. In the line 10, it was sent again “02 00”, and the output was
disabled as expected, as shown in the line 11, and then notified with the pipe.

Figure 17. Driver writing and reading data

Next, the expected behaviour of the PLC program is going to be summarised. Initially,
the output and input are disabled. Then, when the “02 00” is sent, both the input and
output are enabled, as seen in the Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Input and output enabled

In this case, the IO packet sent from the driver is shown in the Figure 19, and the response
from the PLC in the Figure 20

Figure 19. Input data transmission

Figure 20. Output data transmission

Next, the “00 00” value is sent, so the input is disabled, but the output remains enabled,
as seen in the Figure 21. In the Figure 22 and Figure 23 the corresponding Wireshark
captures are shown too.

Figure 21. Input disabled and output enabled
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Figure 22. Input data transmission

Figure 23. Output data transmission

Finally, the data “02 00” is sent again, enabling the input, so the output is then disabled,
as seen in the Figure 24. The Wireshark captures are shown in the Figure 25Figure 24 and
Figure 26.

Figure 24. Input enabled and output disabled

Figure 25. Input data transmission
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Figure 26. Output data transmission

This test was done several times and no problems with the connection were found. The
outputs and inputs were also modified to use other cards and connections, and the driver
was still working as expected. This is the reason why the driver was now fully ready to
be tested against a virtual model. The only difference now is that instead of reading the
input values from the txt, they will be received through the pipe from the virtual model.
As their internal class template was used, the integration of the driver in their platform
was really quickly and without any problem, as it was already ready to work.
For this experiment, a demo project from the company with an industrial 3D design was
used. This industrial system also included a virtual fieldbus module and its I/O cards. In
the Figure 27, it can be shown the PLC program running in Codesys on the left, and the
virtual model running in Simumatik on the right.

Figure 27. PLC demo program and virtual model

In the Figure 28, the green button of the virtual model is pressed, and it can be seen on
Codesys how the input is then enabled. This leads to the output being enabled too, and
in the virtual model it is shown that the red led is also turned on.
This simple test can prove the correct behaviour of the driver, which fulfils all the
requeriments. The driver was reading the input values from the virtual model, sending
them to the PLC by using the ENIP protocol, reading the output of the PLC program,
and sending it back to the virtual model.
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Figure 28. Virtual model communicating with the PLC with the driver

The PLC was configured to automatically reconnect the fieldbus I/O module in case the
connection fails. This is the reason why for the next test, the physical I/O module was
directly connected to the Soft-PLC, and then it was suddenly disconnected. Then, the
Ethernet cable was connected to the PC executing the driver, and as expected it was
detected by the PLC and worked the same way the real one. With this test, it was proved
that the driver is behaving exactly the same way as the original module.
A video was recorded and uploaded to the Simumatik YouTube channel, to show a
working example of the ENIP driver integrated in the software. It can be watched in
https://youtu.be/bZVm0SF7n7c.
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8. CONCLUSION
8.1. Conclusion
The project has been successfully developed by following the different steps described in
the Methodology, chapter 2. Furthermore, the objectives of the chapter 1.3 were fully
accomplished.
In the Tentative design, a prototype was developed to prove that an emulation of the
communication behaviour between a PLC and a fieldbus module was possible. In this
step, the connection was properly established, but not I/O data were exchanged.
Furthermore, some workarounds were used, such as relying on Wireshark data.
Once the project was known to be feasible, an in-depth study of the Ethernet/IP protocol
began with the General Implementation Design. A lot of knowledge was acquired in this
step, which was used for the General Implementation Development, where the driver was
developed.
In this last step, all the necessary features were implemented in the final version of the
prototype, such as the correct use of the packets sequence number, the exchange of the
I/O data, and finally the independence from Wireshark data. Furthermore, the driver was
also integrated with the virtual model with any trouble.
At this point, the driver was known to be working properly and fulfilling all the
requirements. However, some real-world tests were made in order to check the correct
behaviour of the driver. This is the reason why the driver was first tested alone, and then
integrated with the virtual model.
In the driver alone tests, the PLC could connect to the driver without any problem.
Furthermore, the connection was stable, and no timeouts were found in any experiment.
Wireshark was used to analyzed the packets exchanged between the driver and the PLC,
and no differences were found, so the packets creation was successfully implemented.
In fact, the correct behaviour was also guaranteed by the PLC, as if any parameter of the
incoming packets was wrong, it directly declines the connection. Moreover, the
reconnection times of the emulated module were always smaller than the real module.
In relation with the integration with the virtual model, the only thing needed to be tested
was the communication with the virtual model inputs and outputs data. This data could
be observed from Wireshark, and the exchanged was correctly made. Furthermore, the
I/O connections could be manually check in the PLC program, in the virtual model
behaviour, and in the driver logging.
Moreover, the PLC program used for the real module was the one tested against the
virtual model, without any modification. The behaviour was the expected one, as the
PLC could not distinguish between the real and the emulated module. This was the main
goal in the project, and it was successfully achieved.
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8.2. Discussion
The success of this research project leads to a big improvement when referring to Virtual
Commissioning. The emulation of hardware devices, such as the fieldbus modules, was
not possible before, what results on having to use workarounds for the I/O connections.
The solution proposed in this project allows the correct emulation of the communication
behaviour, as well as the possibility of running the PLC program for the real system
against its virtual model. Moreover, the PLC is not even able to distinguish between the
emulated module and the real one, resulting on virtual models even more close to reality.
Furthermore, the research done was focused on the fieldbus modules, but for the solution
proposed an abstraction of the ENIP protocol was developed. This provides a lot of
flexibility to the driver, as it eases the future creation of new packets not yet implemented.
Not only the fieldbus modules use this protocol, but even smart sensors and other devices.
An analysis of these devices could be done with Wireshark in order to recreate these new
packets into the driver. This way, with some modifications, the driver could be reused to
emulate any hardware device based on the ENIP protocol. Furthermore, the driver is
generic, so it could imitate any module using this protocol, and work with any Virtual
Commissioning software, as the only integration needed is to share the I/O values.
Finally, this solution provides more features to Virtual Commissioning, as it would be
now possible to test the PLC projects configurations. When configuring a hardware
device, such as a fieldbus module, some data like the IP address, path value, I/O bytes
size, etc, must be provided. The emulated devices could be created by the Virtual
Commissioning software with these properties, and if the PLC project configuration does
not match, they could refuse the connection.

8.3. Future Work
Despite the good results achieved in this project, and although all the objectives have
been successfully fulfilled, there is still open the possibility of improvement. The
Ethernet/IP protocol was not fully implemented, as other devices could use different
packets. Furthermore, in the case of the fieldbus modules, the reject connections packets
were not implemented. This would be necessary in order to check the PLC hardware
device configuration, so if it does not match, the connection would be closed.
Right now, the PLC configuration and fieldbus module working mode are the defaults. It
could be interesting to do a more in-depth research of each one, like for example the
multicast option. Then, they could be also implemented in the driver to allow even more
flexibility. It would also be important to analyse how good is the abstraction designed for
the protocol, and if the minimal pieces created in the project allows the further
development of the protocol implementation.
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Finally, the methodology and results applied for this project could be used to study,
analyse and implement other fieldbuses protocols. Moreover, even the driver could act as
a base for future developments. As proved, this emulation is possible, so being able to
emulate other fieldbuses protocols should be just a matter of time.
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Appendix A: Fieldbus module configuration
For the communication between the Soft-PLC and a fieldbus module, they both need to
be provided with an IP address. The IP address for the module can be given by DHCP
(provided by a router), BOOTP (using a special software) or by using the physical
switches of the module. This last option is enough for testing purposes; therefore, the IP
address was configured as 192.168.1.2 by just moving the second bit switch, as shown in
Figure 29.

Figure 29.Manual IP configuration (Wago 750-352)

In the PLC project, the fieldbus module needs to be added as a hardware device, known
as Generic Ethernet/IP device. First an Ethernet device need to be added, which has as
child an Ethernet/IP scanner. Finally, the ENIP device can be added, as seen in the Figure
30. This device needs to be configured in order to provide certain parameters essentials
for the communication, shown in Figure 31. The parameters modified in this project are
the Connection Path and I/O cards bytes size. The other values use the default ones.

Figure 30. Codesys Device window
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Figure 31. Codesys connection configuration

In the Figure 31, it is shown how the Connection Path field of the General Parameters can
be automatically generated in the Connection path settings. WAGO 750-352 manual
(WAGO Kontakttechnik GmbH & Co. KG, 2018) and Codesys webpage
(Faq.codesys.com, 2019) explain the meaning of the different sections for the
Automatically generated path. As described, according to the ENIP protocol, the Class
ID field refers to the type of object connected to the module. Wago and Rockwell IO
modules are integrated by several I/O cards, used to vary the number of inputs and outputs
available for the PLC. Due to this, and as specified in WAGO manual, the Class ID for
this object should be 0x04, as these IO cards are meant to be an assembly object.
Therefore, when referring to an assembly object, different types of components can be
combined. These components differ from each other in their diverse functionality, such
as diagnosis information, status control or input and output data. For this reason, WAGO
750-352, for example, presents different instances for these assembly objects, reflected
in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. WAGO 750-352 instance list

As mentioned previously, Wago and Rockwell modules integrates several IO cards for
the input and output data exchange with Codesys software. For that reason, both models
include manufacturer-specific instances to provide an efficient way for the data exchange.
In this project, WAGO 750-352 has been assembled with digital input cards and digital
outputs cards; hence, the instances codes reflected in the connection path should include
66 (102) and 6C (108) respectively, according to Figure 32. Therefore, the connection
path for the Wago module should be 20 04 2C 66 2C 6C as shown in Figure 33. Attribute
ID filled with the number 3 indicates that the object is used to set a certain value.

Figure 33. Connection Path Settings

Once the Connection Path is set, it is necessary to define the amount of input and output
cards bytes that are going to be connected. These values can be set in the O --> T size
(bytes) and T --> O size (bytes) fields, as reflected in Figure 31. For the Wago module,
these parameters indicate in the following way the amount of output and input cards:
-

O --> T size (bytes): Number of output cards.
T --> O size (bytes): Number of input cards.

In the case of a Rockwell module, the Instance ID acquire the value 64 and 65 to indicate
that the IO cards support digital output and digital input data only, respectively, according
to the manual provided by the University of Skövde. Furthermore, this manual shows
how for the configuration of the O --> T size (bytes) and T --> O size (bytes) fields it is
necessary to consider the following explanation:
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-

O --> T size (bytes): Number of output cards.
T --> O size (bytes): 8 + number of total cards.

Therefore, every fieldbus module has its own configuration, which has to be checked in
the vendors documentation. If any of these values are wrong, the module will reject the
connection, so this is the first step needed to get a proper working communication.
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Appendix B: Driver prototype development
In order to allow the communication between two hosts in the Internet, every software
must use an Internet Socket, which provides access to the transport layer protocols, such
as TCP or UDP. Furthermore, the sockets also include automatically every lower layer
protocol, like the ones found in the Internet layer, the link layer and the physical layer.
The raw data sent through a socket is the information used by the application layer’s
protocols, like the ENIP one in this case.
If a host is listening for incoming packets it has a server role, and if it wants to make a
connection to another hosts, then it has a client role. Both cases can be achieved with the
help of a socket. As seen in the second row of the Figure 5Figure 34, the fieldbus module
is accepting the TCP connection. This implies that the driver is going to implement a
socket configured as a server.
Moreover, the socket handles automatically the initial handshake. When a socket is trying
to connect to another device it generates a SYN petition, and when that device socket
accepts the connection, a SYN ACK response is sent. Finally, if the connection was
successfully established, an ACK is sent back.
This is why the driver prototype is developed using a socket connection, whose code can
be observed in the Figure 34. The port is set to 44818 as this is a reserved one for the
Ethernet/IP IO modules. It can be checked in the first packet of the Figure 5, as in the last
column it displays 51670 -> 44818, what shows the originator and the target ports.
1. import socket
2.
3. if __name__ == "__main__":
4.
# IP of the PC running the driver
5.
IP_driver = '192.168.1.2'
6.
# IP of the PC running the PLC
7.
IP_plc = '192.168.1.15'
8.
9.
# Create TCP socket
10.
socket_tcp = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
11.
# Start listening for connections on port 44818
12.
socket_tcp.bind((IP_driver, 44818))
13.
# Accept just one connection
14.
socket_tcp.listen(1)
15.
# Wait until a connection is done
16.
(connection_tcp, address) = socket_tcp.accept()
17.
# Connection accepted
18.
print("Connection accepted")
19.
# Listen for the first ENIP packet
20.
register_session = connection_tcp.recv(4096).hex()

Figure 34. TCP socket connection

In the Figure 35 it is shown the trace from Wireshark with the TCP handshake correctly
done and the RegisterSession request from the PLC. This is the result after running the
code in the Figure 34.
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Figure 35.TCP handshake (prototype)

The next step is to do the ENIP handshake to prove that the communication can be fully
done. The idea is to use the data available in the trace, which was obtained from the
physical I/O module. This way, the prototype could just use the ENIP data of the
RegisterSession and CommunicationManager packets of the I/O module and send them
through the socket with the minimum required changes.
The RegisterSession response can be seen highlighted in blue on the bottom of the Figure
36.It could be noticed that the field Session Handle, inside Encapsulation Header, was
arbitrary set by the I/O module. The prototype is not using directly the hexadecimal data
of the Figure 36, as in the request a random Sender Context is set. This is why the
prototype uses the request data it listened to and modifies it to add a random Session
Handle value. The incoming data can be treated as hexadecimal, and thanks to Wireshark
it is possible to know the exact position of that value.

Figure 36. Wireshark capture of Register Session request (Wago)

Once the request is already modified, it is transformed again to bytes and send it with the
socket, as can be observed in the Figure 37. After this, the prototype will listen for the
next ENIP packet, which is the CommunicationManager request. The trace obtained with
this code implemented can be seen in the Figure 38
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

# Once the RegisterSession request is done by the PLC, send the fake response
response = register_session[:8] + "19370000" + register_session[16:]
# Convert the data to bytes and send it to the PLC
connection_tcp.send(bytes.fromhex(response))
# Listen for the next ENIP packet
connection_tcp.recv(4096)

Figure 37.Register Session packet transmission through the socket
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Figure 38. Wireshark capture of the sent Register Session packet (prototype)

The next step is to generate the response of the Communication Manager, whose
hexadecimal data can be seen in the Figure 39. For the generation of the Communication
Manager packet in the prototype, this hexadecimal data will be copied and pasted in the
code. By doing this, it is ensured that the response is the desired one. The only changes
that needed to be performed in the hexadecimal string are the IP address of the prototype
and the Sender Context, which differ from the ones set in the Wago module trace.

Figure 39.Wireshark capture of Connection Manager packet (Wago module)

The result code can be seen Figure 40. At this point, if everything was correct, the TCP
part would be finished, so in order to know if the ENIP handshake is working as expected,
it is time to move to the UDP part.
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1. # Once the CommunicationManager request is done by the PLC, send the fake response
2. response = "6f005600193700000000000080000000000040920000000000000000000404000000000
0b2001e00d40000004137000050b249ff0100050535d1a9451027000010270000000000801000000208
ae00000000000000000000000001801000000208aec0a8000a0000000000000000"
3. # Extract Context from RegisterSession request
4. context = register_session[24:40]
5. # Introduce Context in the response
6. modified_response = response[:24] + context + response[40:]
7. # Convert PLC IP adress to hexadecimal
8. ip_split = IP_plc.split('.')
9. ip_hexa = ''
10. for num in ip_split:
11.
ip_hexa += format(int(num), '#010x')[8:]
12. # Introduce the hexadecimal IP in the response packet
13. final_response = modified_response[:196] + ip_hexa + modified_response[204:]
14. # Convert the data to bytes and send it to the PLC
15. connection_tcp.send(bytes.fromhex(final_response))

Figure 40.Connection Manager packet transmission through the socket

The first task consists on opening another socket which uses UDP and listening in the
port 2222, as can be seen in the highlighted row in the Figure 41. It can be also observed
that the module is starting the communication, even though in the Figure 6 the
documentation says it is the PLC. It was found that it was working properly either way,
but it was actually quicker if the module started sending the messages.

Figure 41. UDP listening port (Wago)

As described in the documentation for vendors, the UDP part is a loop where the PLC
and the IO module are communicating the whole time. This is the reason why a loop was
also introduced in the prototype, which waits for the PLC packet and then sends a copy
of the original response sent by the real IO module. This response can be observed in the
Figure 42.
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Figure 42. UDP packet content of the ENIP protocol (Wago)

The code implementation can be seen in the Figure 43. As can be observed in the Figure
42, there is a field called Connection ID, whose value was introduced in the previous
response. As this response is copied from the same trace, it is not necessary to modify it.
The resultant Wireshark trace can be seen in the Figure 44, which shows the
communication working properly, even though the sequence management was not
implemented.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

# Once initial connection is correctly estabished, change to UDP
socket_udp = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
socket_udp.bind((IP_driver, 2222))
# Fake CIP I/O response
response = "02000280080050b249ff00000000b100040000000000"
# Infinite loop that answers the PLC
while True:
# Wait until receiving the CIP I/O packet from the PLC
socket_udp.recv(4096)
# Send the fake response
socket_udp.sendto(bytes.fromhex(response), (IP_plc, 2222))

Figure 43. UDP packet response

Figure 44. Wireshark capture of the UDP packet exchange (prototype)
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Appendix C: ENIP analysis
In this chapter, the Wireshark trace of the communication between the soft-PLC and two
different models of I/O modules will be analysed. By doing so and applying afterwards
the same protocol structure, it will be possible to develop a generic driver much more
flexible than the current prototype.
The first step consists on having a better view of the different kinds of packets in both
traces, and its internal structure. By obtaining the trace of two different modules, Wago
750-352 and Rockwell 1734-AENT, such data can be compared to determine if both
modules apply the ENIP protocol in the same way. As observed in the Figure 45 and
Figure 46 the traces of the two modules follow the same sequence for ENIP packet
transmission.

Figure 45. Wireshark trace for Wago 750-352

Figure 46. Wireshark trace for Rockwell 1734-AENT

This sequence coincides with the one reflected in the Figure 6, extracted from the OVDA
Ethernet/IP Vendors Handbook and mentioned in the previous chapter. However, for this
stage of the project, the focus will be put as well in the internal structure of each one of
these packets.
As mentioned in appendix B, the communication starts with the exchange of three TCP
packets. Nevertheless, this exchange is not a part of the ENIP protocol, but a handshake
between the PLC and the IO module to establish a socket connection between them. The
packets that belongs to the ENIP protocol are the ones that comes after this handshake.
Figure 6 shows how the protocol data flow is separated in TCP and UDP.
The TCP ENIP packets present the basic structure reflected in table 1. It is important to
emphasize the Command field, as it defines the structure and the content of the Command
Specific Data. By performing several experiments, they have been distinguished two
types of packets, each one with a specific Command value: Register Session packet and
Connection Manager packet.
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It is important to clarify that, although most of the data of these packets are sent in littleendian byte order, there are some parameters that are in big-endian due to some
specifications of the ENIP protocol.
Structure
Header

Field

Command
Length
Session Handle
Status
Sender Context
Options
Command Specific Data Field data

Length
(bytes)
2
2
4
4
8
4
Variable

Byte order
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Big-endian
Little-endian
-

Table 1. Main encapsulation structure for TCP based packets

The Length field determines the size of the Command Specific Data in bytes, as it can be
manually proved by counting the bytes of the Wireshark trace. The following parameter,
Session Handle, works as an identifier for the communication that is taking place.
Therefore, when the communication ends or is interrupted and another one needs to be
established, the Session Handle changes its value to distinguish between the previous and
the current one. The Status, Sender Context and Options parameters remains constant
during the whole exchange of packets between that particular target and the originator.
However, meanwhile Status and Options keep always their value in 0, Sender Context
changes for different sessions, acquiring a random value set by the PLC.
The rest of the packets exchanged between the Soft-PLC and the IO modules are the ones
based on UDP. At this point, the port from which the messages are sent changes from
44818 to 2222, and the transport layer protocol from TCP to UDP. These UDP packets
are sent once the communication is established and are used for the transmission of the
input and output data of the IO module. UDP packets are organized internally in a
different way than the exposed in table 1 for the TCP ones.
For the better understanding of the protocol, it has been necessary to have a deeper
knowledge of the different types of packets exchanged and their function. For that reason,
the Register Session, the Connection Manager and the CIP I/O packets were individually
analysed. The development of this study is explained in the following sections of this
document.
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C.1. Register Session
The first ENIP packet presents the structure defined in Figure 47, extracted from the
Wireshark trace of the Wago 750-352 module. As shown, the Command field has the
value 0x0065 to define this type of packet.

Figure 47. ENIP structure for Register Session request packet (Wago 750-352 trace)

It is necessary to clarify the difference between the Register Session request and the
response. Whereas the request is sent by the originator (the Soft-PLC) and presents the
Session Handle field as 0, the response comes from the target (the I/O module), and sets
this field into a random value of 8 bytes, as seen in Figure 48. This new Session Handle
value remains constant during the following exchange of packets between the originator
and that particular target.

Figure 48. Wireshark display of Register Session packets (Wago 750-352 trace)

Apart from that, there is no other difference between the Register Session packet sent by
the originator (request) and the one sent by the target (response); the values of the
Command Specific Data fields remains constant. The differences between request and
response could be observed comparing the Figure 47and Figure 49.
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Figure 49. ENIP structure for Register Session response packet (Wago 750-352 trace)

C.2. Connection Manager (Request)
The Connection Manager, or CM, packets are sent when the exchange of Register Session
messages is completed. The CM packet carries all the information necessary for the
proper routing of the data from the soft-PLC to the I/O module. If the fields found in the
packet do not have a correct value, it would cause the module to reject the connection.
CM packets are the largest and the most complex ones of the ENIP protocol as they
contain all the information for needed for the data communication between the target and
the originator. For that reason, it is important to take special care when analysing them.
First of all, it is necessary to divide them into request and response, as the fields they both
include are not the same. Figure 50 and Figure 51 show an overview of the content of the
request and the response.

Figure 50. Overview of CM request packet (Wago 750-352 trace)
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Figure 51. Overview of CM response packet (Wago 750-352 trace)

The CM request as well as the CM response present the structure specified in table 1.
Figure 52 shows a Wireshark capture of the CM request from the Wago 750-352 trace, in
which it can be observed how the data in the Command Specific Data field is different
from the one in the Register Session packets.

Figure 52. CM request packet structure (Wago 750-352 trace)

It is important to notice the values of the Command, Session Handle and Sender Context.
The Command field value in the CM packet differs from the one in the Register Session
packet, as expected. Whereas for Register Session packets the Command field shows a
value of 0x0065, for CM packets this value changes to 0x006f. As mentioned when
describing the Register Session packets, Session Handle and Sender Context fields
maintain their values in the CM packets.
In the Command Specific Data reside the main differences between the CM and the rest
of the packets. Moreover, the request and the response do not present the same fields, as
it will be explained afterwards.
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Therefore, for the proper understanding of this type of packets, it is necessary to start
analysing firstly the request. As observed in Figure 52, the command specific data could
be divided into several fields, each one with a certain purpose and length. Table 2 is
elaborated to have a better view of the structure of the CM Command Specific Data. The
bytes length of the Item List depends on the amount and type of items present in the
packet. As the total length of the Command Specific Data is the Length field of the
Encapsulation Header, the Item List length can be manually calculated.
Structure
CM Command
Specific Data

Field
Interface Handle
Timeout

Length (bytes)
4
2

Byte order
Little-endian
Little-endian

Item Count
Item List

2
Variable

Little-endian
-

Table 2. Encapsulation structure for CM Command Specific Data

By comparing the trace of the Wago and the Rockwell modules, it can be concluded that
the Interface Handle Field and the Timeout will have the value 0 no matter the session
and the type of target. The item list that comes afterwards maintains the same fields in
both traces, and their content is shown in the Figure 53.

Figure 53. Breakdown of the CM request Item List (Wago 750-352 trace)

The basic structure of each one of these items is reflected in table 3. The Type ID field
shows the type of item encapsulated. For the present project, the four different types of
items found in the Wireshark traces are Null Address Item, Unconnected Data Item,
Socket Address Info T -> O, and Socket Address Info O -> T. The last one, as will be
explained afterwards, is found in the CM response packet, but not in the request.
Structure

Field

CM Item

Type ID
Length
Data

Length
(bytes)
2
2
Variable

Byte order
Little-endian
Little-endian
-

Table 3. Encapsulation structure of CM Item
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Therefore, to fully understand the behaviour of the CM packet, it is necessary to study
those items in more detail. The description of the items that compounds the CM request
in addition to its structure is presented below:
-

Null Address Item:
The structure of this item is shown in the table 4. The Type ID presents the value
0x0000 for this type of items. As can be proved in Figure 53, Null Address Items
do not have any information in Data field, which explains the cero value in the
Length.
Structure

Field

Null Address
Item

Type ID
Length

Length
(bytes)
2
2

Byte order
Little-endian
Little-endian

Table 4. Encapsulation structure of Null Address Item

-

Unconnected Data Item (Request):
This item presents a lot of information that, although is not going to be used for
the response, is important to consider for the proper understanding of the protocol
and the development of the emulated communication. Therefore, it is necessary
to notice that the difference between the Null Address Item and the Unconnected
Data Item is not clearly exposed in Figure 53. In that figure, Unconnected Data
Item seems to have the Data field empty too. However, if this happened, Length
field would be 0, not 58 as it is shown in Figure 53. The second difference between
both items resides in the Type ID; in the Unconnected Data Item this ID is 0x00b2.
Taking a closer look to the Wireshark trace, one can observe how the information
corresponding to the Data field of the Unconnected Data Item is displayed by the
software using the labels “Common Industrial Protocol” and “CIP Connection
Manager”. This is the Wireshark is representing the data, but not the real order.
Figure 54 illustrates this behaviour.

Figure 54. Wireshark display of the Data from the Unconnected Data Item (Wago 750-352 trace)
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Hence, it is necessary to analyse the content of the “Common Industrial Protocol”
and “CIP Connection Manager” parts for the complete comprehension of this type
of items. Figure 55 shows the content in the “Common Industrial Protocol” label.
It can be concluded that the first three fields in which the Data of the Unconnected
Data Item is divided are Service, Request Path Size and Request Path.

Figure 55. Fields of the “Common Industrial Protocol” label (Wago 750-352 trace)

The first byte of the Service field indicates if the message is for request (0), or for
reply (1). Request Path Size indicates the length in words (1 word = 2 bytes) of
the Request Path.
In Figure 56, the “CIP Connection Manager” components are presented, extracted
from the Wireshark trace of the Wago module. From all the fields provided by this
part of the item, just a few of them will be used to generate the response for the
emulation, as will be explained when analysing the CM response packet.

Figure 56. Fields of the “CIP Connection Manager” label (Wago 750-352 trace)

Table 5 has been elaborated to summarise the Unconnected Data Item content,
due to its complexity. It is important to clarify that, although most of the data of
this item will be not be used for the reply packet, it was necessary to have a control
on the data exchanged between the soft-PLC and the I/O module.
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Structure

Field

Unconnected
Data Item
(Request)

Type ID
Length
Service
Request Path Size
Request Path
Priority
Timeout
O -> T Network
Connection ID
T -> O Network
Connection ID
Connection Serial
Number
Originator Vendor ID
Originator Serial
Number
Connection Timeout
Multiplier
Reserved
O -> T RPI
O -> T Network
Connection Parameters
T -> O RPI
T -> O Network
Connection Parameters
Trigger
Connection Path Size
Connection Path

Length
(bytes)
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
4

Byte order

4

Little-endian

2

Little-endian

2
4

Little-endian
Little-endian

1

Little-endian

3
4
2

Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian

4
2

Little-endian
Little-endian

1
1
Variable

Little-endian
Little-endian
Big-endian

Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Big-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian

Table 5. Encapsulation structure of Unconnected Data Item (Request)

-

Socket Address Info T -> O:
This item is used to encapsulate the information related to the socket connection.
For the request, the Type ID of this item acquire the value 0x8001. Figure 53
shows the structure of this packet from a Wireshark capture. Based on this capture,
the table 6 has been elaborated.
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Structure
Socket Address
Info T → O or O
→T

Field
Type ID
Length
sin_family
sin_port
sin_addr
sin_zero

Length (bytes)
2
2
2
2
4
8

Byte order
Little-endian
Little-endian
Big-endian
Big-endian
Big-endian
Big-endian

Table 6. Encapsulation structure of Socket Address Info T → O or O → T

From the captures obtained for the Wago and the Rockwell module, it has been
observed that sin_family field always present the value 2. Afterwards come the
sin_port parameter. This field presents the value 2222 in decimal as seen in the
Wireshark capture of Figure 53. It indicates the port opened by the originator or
the target for the UDP message exchange, as explained in the introduction of this
chapter. The next parameter, sin_addr, represents the IP address of the originator
or the target. Finally, Sin_zero shows the value 0 in every capture carried out.

C.3. Connection Manager (Response)
This packet of the ENIP protocol is the most important one for the project, due to it is
necessary, not only to fully understand it, but also to be able to replicate it using some of
the data obtained from the CM request. The basic structure of this packet, as shown in
Figure 50 and Figure 51, is exactly the same as in the request.
Figure 57 and Figure 58 shows the Item List of the CM response for the Wago and the
Rockwell modules trace. Figure 57 shows how this packet has, as well the request a Null
Address Item, an Unconnected Data Item and a Socket Address Info T → O. Furthermore,
this CM packet contains an additional item, the Socket Address Info O → T.

Figure 57. Breakdown of the CM response Item List (Wago 750-352 trace)
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Figure 58. Breakdown of the CM response Item List (Rockwell AENT-1743 trace)

As can be noticed in the Figure 58, in the Rockwell trace there is no Socket Address Info
T → O item. Despite this fact, the communication keeps running perfectly. For that
reason, it has been reached to the conclusion that this item is not necessary for the
datagrams exchange, probably because the Wago 750-352 is not implementing properly
the ENIP protocol in this packet. Therefore, and based on the Rockwell trace, it has been
concluded that the items necessary to conform the Item List of the CM response packet
are the Null Address Item, the Unconnected Data Item and the Socket Address Info O →
T. It is also necessary to clarify that the content of those items is exactly the same for both
I/O modules:
-

Null Address Item:
This item shows exactly the same structure and parameters that the CM request,
explained in chapter C.2

-

Unconnected Data Item (Response):
The Wireshark capture of the Figure 59 reflect all the parameters this item is
formed by. Most of the fields of this item are present in the CM request packet, as
can be observed by comparing the Figure 59 with Figure 56.
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Figure 59. Fields of the Unconnected Data Item (Response) data label (Wago 750-352 trace)

As in the CM request packet, the Service field of both labels, “Common Industrial
Protocol” and “CIP Connection Manager”, refers to the same portion of data.
Although the Service field shows a value of 0x054, this is not the real one. The
first bit of the Service field is the responsible of this situation, due to, instead of
the value 0 used for the request, it takes the value 1, for the response. Wireshark
hexadecimal data shows the real value of d4 instead of 54. This behaviour is
shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60. Wireshark treatment of the Service field data (Wago 750-352 trace)

Continuing analysing the Unconnected Data Item structure from the Figure 59 it
can be observed that the first five fields of this item are present in the CM request
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packet. O →T Network Connection ID field, for example, is a part of the request
and response packets, although their value is not the same. While in the request
packet it contains the value 0x00000000, in the response it acquires a random
value set by the module that will be used in the UDP exchange. On the contrary,
when referring to T → O Network Connection ID, the originator is the one who
set the value of the parameter in the request, in this case to 0xff40b250, also used
in the UDP communication.
Connection Serial Number, Originator Vendor ID and Originator Serial Number
return the same value as the received in the request.
On the other hand, O → T API, T → O API, Application Reply Size and Reserved
are new fields generated by the response. It has been proved that O → T API and
T → O API parameters have the same value as O → T RPI and T → O RPI in the
request. These parameters indicate the maximum time the originator is waiting for
the target response before throwing an error, and vice versa. The value of this
parameter is manually set in Codesys.
Application Reply Size and Reserved parameters are supposed to be constant for
every session. When comparing Wago and Rockwell traces, both present the same
values in these fields.
To summarize, table 7 has been elaborated for a better understanding of the
structure of this type of item.

Structure

Field

Unconnected
Data Item
(Response)

Type ID
Length
Service
O -> T Network
Connection ID
T -> O Network
Connection ID
Connection Serial Number
Originator Vendor ID
Originator Serial Number
O -> T API
T -> O API
Application Reply Size
Reserved

Length
(bytes)
2
2
1
4

Byte order

4

Little-endian

2
2
4
4
4
1
1

Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian

Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian

Table 7. Encapsulation structure of Unconnected Data Item (Response)
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-

Socket Address Info O → T:
Presenting the same structure as the Socket Address Info T → O, Socket Address
Info O → T differs from that item in the value of two parameters: Type ID, set as
0x8000 for this case, and sin_addr, which represents the IP address of the target.
Sin_addr acquires the value 0.0.0.0 because the IP address of the I/O module was
previously configured in Codesys. The structure of this item is reflected in Table
6.

C.4. CIP I/O
It can be said that the Soft-PLC and the IO module are actually maintaining a
communication when the CIP I/O packet exchange starts. The objective of the use of UDP
is to allow the data exchange to be performed as fast as possible. The Figure 61 shows
the parameters that form the CIP I/O packet. It is important to distinguish between the
CIP I/O packets from the Soft-PLC, in Figure 61 (a), and the ones from the I/O module,
in Figure 61 (b). Both presents the same parameters, with the difference that the packets
sent by the originator have an extra one, the 32-bit Header. This extra parameter has
relation with the Codesys I/O module configuration and will be explained in the following
section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 61.ENIP structure for CIP I/O packets (Wago 750-352 trace)

Analysing in detail Figure 61 it can be deduced that these CIP I/O packets are merely
formed by an Item Count parameter followed by an Item List of two components. The
first one of these items, the Sequenced Address Item, presents the structure of the table 3.
The Data field of this item is integrated by a Connection ID and an Encapsulation
Sequence Number parameter. From the previous CM packet, it can be deduced that
Connection ID parameter acquires the value of T → O Connection ID when the CIP I/O
packet is sent by the Soft-PLC (originator), 0xff49b250 for this case. In the same way,
this parameter takes the value of O → T Connection ID when it is sent by the IO module
(target), 0x00003741.
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The Encapsulation Sequence Number is used by the protocol as an indicator of the order
in which these packets are sent from the originator and from the target. If for example,
the originator sends two CIP I/O packets, the Encapsulation Sequence Number acquires
the value 1 for the first packet and the value 2 for the second one. However, if the next
packet is sent by the target instead of the originator, this parameter does not change to 3
but to 1, as this new packet is the first one from the target. This behaviour can be observed
in Figure 62.

Figure 62. Wireshark display of CIP I/O packets (Wago 750-352 trace)

The Unconnected Data Item of the CIP I/O packet is structured as shown in table 3. The
Data field of this item is formed by the CIP Sequence Count and the Data parameter. The
first one work as the Encapsulation Sequence Number; however, instead of changing its
value in every sent packet, the CIP Sequence Count varies only when the Data suffers a
modification. CIP Sequence Count field indicates to the Soft-PLC and the IO module that
an input or output signal needs to be modified. The Data field, therefore, indicates which
input and output bits are changing their values. The length of this field depends on the
number of I/O cards connected to the module. Table 8 have been elaborated to represent
clearer the structure of the CIP I/O packets.
Structure

Field

Byte order

Item Count
Type ID
Length
Sequence Number
Type ID
Length
CIP Sequence Count

Length
(bytes)
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

CIP I/O packet

Data

Variable

Big-endian

Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian
Little-endian

Table 8. Main encapsulation structure for UDP based packet
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Appendix D: Final driver development
The ENIP driver will be a class, whose constructor is shown the Figure 63. It initialises
the driver with the parameters given, such as the driver IP address, connection path, input
bytes size and output bytes size. If some of them are not provided, the default ones in
driver_params will be used. Furthermore, every variable used in the driver will be
initialized too. The last variable, input_data is dynamically created in hexadecimal, based
on the input bytes size parameter.
This class inherits from the driver class, which is the template provided from the company
used for other different components. In short, it provides a state machine abstraction in
which the methods doSetup, doRun and doCleanup are being executed. These methods
are initially empty, and they will have the corresponding code for the driver developed.
1. class enip_driver(driver):
2.
3.
driver_params = {'driver_ip': '127.0.0.1',
4.
'connection_path': '', 'read_size': 1, 'write_size': 1}
5.
6.
def __init__(self, name, pipe, **kwargs):
7.
""" Constructor."""
8.
# Update internal dict to ensure all variables
9.
self.__dict__.update(self.driver_params)
10.
# Inherit
11.
driver.__init__(self, name, pipe, **kwargs)
12.
# Object variables
13.
self.tcp_socket = None
14.
self.udp_socket = None
15.
self.plc_socket = None
16.
self.plc_address = ""
17.
# Enip IO packet variables
18.
self.io_seq = 0
19.
self.cip_counter = -1
20.
self.id_io = ""
21.
self.write_data = "0"
22.
self.read_data = "0"
23.
# Initialize variable
24.
self.input_data = ""
25.
for _b in range(0, self.write_size):
26.
self.input_data += '{:02x}'.format(0)

Figure 63. Constructor of the enip_driver class

From now on, the driver class functions will be explained one by one. In the Figure 64, it
is shown the doSetup, which is in charge of the Ethernet/IP handshake. Once this function
is successfully executed, the driver will be in the UDP communication flow. In the code,
a TCP socket is opened and set to listen in the 44181 port, reserved for ENIP, waiting for
an incoming connection. After the PLC connects the driver, it will listen for the
RegisterSession packet and will send a response.
The same approach will be done with the next packet, the ConnectionManager. Finally,
a UDP socket will be opened listening in the 2222 port, reserved for the CIP I/O, and the
driver will send an initial packet to the PLC. Once it responds, the driver will execute the
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next function, doRun, in a loop. If any error is detected during the process, the driver itself
will try to recover and restart the connection setup.
Both the UDP and TCP sockets are configured with a timeout for the connection. If a
connection is not established in this amount of time, an exception will be thrown, and the
driver will reset itself and start again. This gives better control of the flow, as without the
timeout, the function would be waiting forever for the connection.
1. def doSetup(self):
2.
try:
3.
print("DoSetup executed")
4.
# Create TCP socket
5.
self.tcp_socket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
6.
self.tcp_socket.bind((self.driver_ip, 44818))
7.
self.tcp_socket.listen(1)
8.
self.tcp_socket.settimeout(5)
9.
print("TCP socket created")
10.
11.
# Wait for connection
12.
(self.plc_socket, self.plc_address) = self.tcp_socket.accept()
13.
# We just need the IP, not the port
14.
self.plc_address = self.plc_address[0]
15.
print("Connection established")
16.
17.
# Listen to the RegisterSession request and then generate the response
18.
self.generate_RS_res()
19.
print("RegisterSession response sent")
20.
21.
# Listen to the ConnectionManager request and then generate the response
22.
self.generate_CM_res()
23.
print("CommunicationManager response sent")
24.
25.
# Handshake done. Change to UDP
26.
self.udp_socket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
27.
self.udp_socket.bind((self.driver_ip, 2222))
28.
self.udp_socket.settimeout(1.0)
29.
print("UDP socket created")
30.
31.
# Send initial packet to start communication
32.
self.sendEnipIOpacket(self.input_data)
33.
print("ENIP I/O packet sent")
34.
35.
# Wait until a ENIP IO packet is received from the PLC
36.
self.listenEnipIOpacket()
37.
print("ENIP I/O packet received")
38.
39.
# Setup OK
40.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.RUNNING)
41.
42.
except Exception as e:
43.
print("Exception in doSetup")
44.
self.sendDebugInfo('Exception while running: ' + str(e))
45.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.CLEANUP)

Figure 64. doSetup function
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In the Figure 65, it can be seen the function generate_RS_res, used in the doSetup code.
It listens for the RegisterSession packet from the PLC and saves it as hexadecimal data,
later processed by the EnipPacket object. As the response only needs a session handle ID,
it is generated from the driver IP address, to make it unique, and then introduced in the
packet. Finally, the packet is converted to hexadecimal, then to bytes and it is sent with
the socket. The EnipPacket object, which is the core of the driver, will be later explained.
1. def generate_RS_res(self):
2.
req_register_session = self.plc_socket.recv(4096).hex()
3.
register_session_packet = EnipPacket.unpack(req_register_session)
4.
# Copy request and introduce the session handle ID (random)
5.
register_session_packet.encapsulation_header.set_session_handle(
6.
int(self.driver_ip.split('.')[3]))
7.
# Send response
8.
self.plc_socket.send(bytes.fromhex(register_session_packet.hex()))

Figure 65. generate_RS_res function

The generate_CM_res function is shown in the Figure 66. The approach is similar to the
generate_RS_res one, as the driver is listening for the ConnectionManager packet, which
will be processed by the EnipPacket again. As explained in the Appendix C, the response
differs from the request, so the necessary modifications are done here. First, the item
Socket to Address info is changed from O->T to T->O, and then the data of the item
Unconnected Data Item is stored in order to generate the response one, which has some
common fields. Again, the packet is converted to hexadecimal and then to binary, and
finally send it with the socket.
1. def generate_CM_res(self):
2.
req_connection_manager = self.plc_socket.recv(4096).hex()
3.
connection_manager_packet = EnipPacket.unpack(req_connection_manager)
4.
# Save variable for later use
5.
self.id_io = connection_manager_packet.specific_data.item_list[1].CM_item_data.
6.
id_t_o
7.
# Modify third item to match response (from O->T to T->O)
8.
connection_manager_packet.specific_data.item_list[2].id = "0080"
9.
connection_manager_packet.specific_data.item_list[2].CM_item_data.sin_addr =
10.
"00000000"
11.
# Create second item data from request and introduce it.
12.
item_data = connection_manager_packet.specific_data.item_list[1].CM_item_data
13.
item_data_new = CMitemResData00b2("41370000", item_data.id_t_o,
14.
item_data.conn_serial_num, item_data.orig_vendor_id,
15.
item_data.orig_serial_num, item_data.rpi_o_t,item_data.rpi_t_o)
16.
connection_manager_packet.specific_data.item_list[1].CM_item_data =
17.
item_data_new
18.
# Send response packet
19.
self.plc_socket.send(bytes.fromhex(connection_manager_packet.hex()))

Figure 66. generate_CM_res function

The other main function of the driver is the doRun, which, as said before, handles the
UDP communication in a loop. Its code can be seen in the Figure 67. The function will
check if the virtual model has sent any input value, which will then be send to the PLC
and it will finally wait until the response. In case of error, they driver will try to recover
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1. def doRun(self):
2.
try:
3.
# Check pipe to update input_data
4.
self.check_pipe()
5.
6.
# Send write data to PLC
7.
self.sendEnipIOpacket(self.input_data)
8.
9.
# Wait until a ENIP IO packet is received from the PLC
10.
self.listenEnipIOpacket()
11.
12.
except Exception as e:
13.
print("Exception in doRun")
14.
self.sendDebugInfo('Exception while running: ' + str(e))
15.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.CLEANUP)

Figure 67. doRun function

The function check_pipe is displayed in the Figure 68. It basically reads new data from
the pipe, which is an internal python object that provides a way to communicate with the
asynchronous driver. This way, depending on the selected action, the driver can be closed,
or the input data can be processed, which is stored in the input_data variable.
1. def check_pipe(self):
2.
if self.pipe:
3.
if self.pipe.poll():
4.
# Read from pipe
5.
(action, input_data_hex) = self.pipe.recv()
6.
# Update producer
7.
if action == DriverActions.EXIT:
8.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.EXIT)
9.
# Update INPUT values from the Engine
10.
elif action == DriverActions.UPDATE:
11.
# Remove every 0x. Input follows the form "0x020x03"
12.
self.input_data = input_data_hex.replace("0x", "")
13.
else:
14.
# Pipe closed
15.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.EXIT)

Figure 68. check_pipe function

This function in charge of creating the CIP I/O packet and send it is called
sendEnipIOpacket, represented in the Figure 69.First, the input data is checked to know
if the value has changed, as in this case the field CIP Sequence Count must be increased
by one, and then the packet is created with the data and sent through the UDP socket.
Finally, the sequence of the packet will be incremented. If the input data had a new value,
the function print_hex_bin, Figure 70, will print in the console its value in hexadecimal
and in bits, to make easy to debug which input card and port is being enabled.
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1. def sendEnipIOpacket(self, data):
2.
# Check if data has changed
3.
if (self.write_data != data):
4.
self.write_data = data
5.
self.cip_counter += 1
6.
self.print_hex_bin("Write", self.write_data)
7.
# Generate packet in hex
8.
packet_hex = EnipIOpacket(
9.
self.write_data, self.io_seq, self.id_io, self.cip_counter).pack()
10.
# Send packet
11.
self.udp_socket.sendto(bytes.fromhex(
12.
packet_hex), (self.plc_address, 2222))
13.
# Update variables
14.
self.io_seq += 1

Figure 69. sendEnipIOpacket function
1. def print_hex_bin(self, text, raw_data):
2.
print(text, ': 0x' + str(raw_data) + " (" + bin(
3.
int(raw_data, 16))[2:].zfill(int(len(raw_data))*4) + ")")

Figure 70. print_hex_bin funcion

The function that listens to the PLC response of the packet CIP I/O is called
listenEnipIOpacket, shown in the Figure 71. A loop is used to checked if the packet
received is of ENIP type, and then its output data is extracted, which is at its end. This is
the reason why the read_size variable is used, in order to provide flexibility. If the data
has changed, it is printed in the console and send it to the virtual model.
1. def listenEnipIOpacket(self):
2.
# Loop to listen until a valid enip packet is found
3.
packet_hex = ""
4.
while (packet_hex[4:8] != "0280"):
5.
packet_hex = self.udp_socket.recv(4096).hex()
6.
# Extract data: 1 byte -> 2 hex
7.
data = packet_hex[-(self.read_size*2):]
8.
if (self.read_data != data):
9.
self.read_data = data
10.
self.print_hex_bin("Read", self.read_data)
11.
# Send PLC data through the pipe. Add 0x before every byte
12.
send_data = "".join(["0x"+self.read_data[i:i+self.read_size*2] for i in
range(0, len(self.read_data), self.read_size*2)])
13.
self.pipe.send((DriverActions.UPDATE, send_data))
14.
return self.read_data

Figure 71. listenEnipIOpacket function

Finally, the function doClean, shown in the Figure 72, is used if any error is found. The
function will try to reset the driver by closing the connections, resetting the variables and
calling again the function doSetup.
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1. def doCleanup(self):
2.
print("doCleanup executed")
3.
try:
4.
# Close sockets
5.
if self.udp_socket:
6.
self.udp_socket.close()
7.
if self.plc_socket:
8.
self.plc_socket.close()
9.
if self.tcp_socket:
10.
self.tcp_socket.close()
11.
# Reset attirbutes
12.
self.plc_address = ""
13.
self.io_seq = 0
14.
self.cip_counter = -1
15.
self.id_io = ""
16.
self.write_data = "0"
17.
self.read_data = "0"
18.
self.input_data = ""
19.
for _b in range(0, self.write_size):
20.
self.input_data += '{:02x}'.format(0)
21.
22.
except Exception as e:
23.
print("Exception in doCleanup")
24.
self.sendDebugInfo('Exception during cleanup: ' + str(e))
25.
finally:
26.
self.changeStatus(DriverStatus.SETUP)

Figure 72. doClean function

Now that the whole driver class and its functions have been reviewed, the next step is to
describe the architecture designed for the creation of the request and response packets.
As previously explained, every ENIP packet in the TCP connection have an
Encapsulation Header, which is always common, and a Command Specific Data, which
depends on the Command field of the Encapsulation Header. This is displayed in the
Figure 73.

Figure 73. Encapsulation Header

This is the reason why, every TCP packet received is directly processed by the EnipPacket
class, which is shown in the Figure 74. As can be seen in its init method, it is an abstraction
formed by an encapsulation header and a specific data.
The unpack method is used to build an EnipPacket object from the hexadecimal data
received by the socket. In this case, the encapsulation header is always the same, so it is
represented by the EncapsulationHeader class, which has a specified length of 24 bytes.
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The encapsulation header command is used to decide which specific data is used, pointing
out to the correct abstraction class.
Finally, the hex method is used to generate the hexadecimal equivalent of the whole
packet, in order to be sent through the socket connection. Thanks to the implemented
design, this class will call the hex method created too in the EncapsulationHeader class
and the corresponding specific data class. This way, every class will chain the hex call
for every class they make use of, making easy to rebuild any necessary field, such as
lengths, providing a high abstraction level, and a component-based behaviour. This logic
is also applied to the unpack method, which will be chained for every class used.
1. class EnipPacket:
2.
def __init__(self, encapsulation_header, specific_data):
3.
self.encapsulation_header = encapsulation_header
4.
self.specific_data = specific_data
5.
6.
def hex(self):
7.
packet_hex = ""
8.
data_hex = self.specific_data.hex()
9.
packet_hex += self.encapsulation_header.hex(data_hex)
10.
packet_hex += data_hex
11.
return packet_hex
12.
13.
@staticmethod
14.
def unpack(raw_data):
15.
# Encapsulation_header is 24 bytes -> 48 hex
16.
encapsulation_header = EncapsulationHeader.unpack(raw_data[:48])
17.
if (encapsulation_header.command == "6f00"):
18.
specific_data = CMPacketData.unpack(raw_data[48:])
19.
else:
20.
specific_data = RegisterSessionData.unpack(raw_data[48:])
21.
return EnipPacket(encapsulation_header, specific_data)

Figure 74. EnipPacket class

The encapsulation header class is shown in the Figure 75. This abstraction class is done
the same way the EnipPacket one. In the init method it can be seen all the fields of the
packet, the unpack method will build the packet from the hexadecimal data, and the hex
method will put together all the hexadecimal data and dynamically recalculate the packet
data size. As the session handle was modified for the RegisterSession, the method
set_session_handle was created to allow introducing decimal data which is then
converted to hexadecimal using a specific byte size.
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1. class EncapsulationHeader:
2.
def __init__(self, command, session_handle, status, context, options,length=0):
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

self.command = command
self.length = length
self.session_handle = session_handle
self.status = status
self.context = context
self.options = options
def update_length(self, new_data):
self.length = struct.pack('H', int(len(new_data)/2)).hex()
def set_session_handle(self, new_data):
self.session_handle = struct.pack('I', new_data).hex()
def hex(self, data_hex):
self.update_length(data_hex)
packet_hex = self.command + self.length + self.session_handle + \
self.status + self.context + self.options
return packet_hex
@staticmethod
def unpack(raw_data):
(command, length, session, status, context,
options) = hex_unpack('HHIIQI', raw_data)
return EncapsulationHeader(command, session, status, context, options,
length)

Figure 75. EncapsulationHeader class

The function hex_unpack, used in the unpack method in the Figure 76, has been created
and can be seen in the Figure 77. It is based on the python struct library, which allows to
take a binary data, split it in multiple variables by using bytes size identifiers and finally
covert them to decimal. With this idea in mind, the hex_unpack function allows to split a
hexadecimal data in multiple variables, which remain in hexadecimal, by using the byte
sizes too. In Wireshark, all the data is measured in bytes, so in order to maintain
compatibility, it was decided to work in bytes length and internally convert it to hex
lengths.
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1. def hex_unpack(format, raw_data):
2.
# Based on python struct, adapted for hexadecimal
3.
data = []
4.
raw_data_copy = raw_data
5.
for i in format:
6.
# Unsigned char: 1 byte -> 2 hex
7.
if (i == 'B'):
8.
i = 2
9.
# Unsigned short: 2 bytes -> 4 hex
10.
elif (i == 'H'):
11.
i = 4
12.
# Unsigned int: 4 bytes -> 8 hex
13.
elif (i == 'I'):
14.
i = 8
15.
# Unsigned
16.
elif (i == "Q"):
17.
i = 16
18.
# Extract hex values
19.
data.append(raw_data_copy[:i])
20.
# Remove extracted data
21.
raw_data_copy = raw_data_copy[i:]
22.
return tuple(data)

Figure 76. hex_unpack function

Coming back to the EnipPacket class in the Figure 74, it is time to describe the
specific_data more in depth. Right now, there are two possible data classes, one for the
RegisterSession and the other one for the CommunicationManager. In the case of the
RegisterSession, that can be seen in the Figure 77, its data is simple as it is constant.
1. class RegisterSessionData:
2.
def __init__(self, protocol_version, flags):
3.
self.protocol_version = protocol_version
4.
self.flags = flags
5.
6.
def hex(self):
7.
packet_hex = self.protocol_version + self.flags
8.
return packet_hex
9.
10.
@staticmethod
11.
def unpack(raw_data):
12.
(protocol_version, flags) = hex_unpack('HH', raw_data)
13.
return RegisterSessionData(protocol_version, flags)

Figure 77. RegisterSession class

In case of the CommunicationManager, its data is more complex, as it has a field for
items, which is a list with different items data, each one with its own data class. The
difficulty in this class is found in parsing correctly the number of items and in create the
correct item data classes.
The unpack method of the CommunicationManager data does an iteration in order to
obtain every item and every pertinent class. This is dynamically done, so could work for
every list length. The same way, this class is able to generate a response with as many
items as needed.
The squeleton of the CommunicationManager class is shown in the Figure 78.
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1. class CMPacketData():
2.
def __init__(self, interface_handle, timeout, item_count, item_list):
3.
self.interface_handle = interface_handle
4.
self.timeout = timeout
5.
self.item_count = item_count,
6.
self.item_list = item_list
7.
8.
def update_item_count(self):
9.
self.item_count = struct.pack('H', len(self.item_list)).hex()
10.
11.
def hex(self):
12.
self.update_item_count()
13.
packet_hex = self.interface_handle + self.timeout + self.item_count
14.
for item in self.item_list:
15.
packet_hex += item.hex()
16.
return packet_hex
17.
18.
@staticmethod
19.
def unpack(raw_data):
20.
# 8 bytes -> 16 hex
21.
(interface_handle, timeout, items_number) = hex_unpack(
22.
'IHH', raw_data[:16])
23.
# Remove already used data
24.
raw_data = raw_data[16:]
25.
# List of CMitems
26.
items_list = []
27.
# Item_count in dec (< for little endian)
28.
item_number_dec = struct.unpack('<H', bytes.fromhex(items_number))[0]
29.
for _item in range(item_number_dec):
30.
(item_id, item_length) = hex_unpack('HH', raw_data[:8])
31.
# Remove already used data
32.
raw_data = raw_data[8:]
33.
# Get item data length in decimal: 1 byte -> 2 hex
34.
item_length_dec = struct.unpack(
35.
'<H', bytes.fromhex(item_length))[0]*2
36.
# Process item data
37.
item_data = raw_data[:item_length_dec]
38.
if (item_id == 'b200'):
39.
# Unconnected Data Item
40.
CM_item_data = CMitemReqData00b2.unpack(item_data)
41.
elif (item_id == '0180' or item_id == '0080'):
42.
# Socket Adress Info T->0 or Socket Adress Info O->T
43.
CM_item_data = CMitemData800x.unpack(item_data)
44.
elif (item_id == '0000'):
45.
CM_item_data = CMitemData0000()
46.
# Remove already used data
47.
raw_data = raw_data[item_length_dec:]
48.
# Add item to the list
49.
items_list.append(CMitem(item_id, item_length, CM_item_data))
50.
51.
return CMPacketData(interface_handle, timeout, items_number, items_list)

Figure 78. CMPacketData class

Every item has its own id, length and data type, so this is why they are represented as a
class too, as shown in the Figure 79. The length is also dynamically calculated, and this
is automatically done once the hex method is called.
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1. class CMitem():
2.
def __init__(self, item_id, length, data):
3.
self.id = item_id
4.
self.length = length
5.
self.CM_item_data = data
6.
7.
def update_length(self, new_data):
8.
self.length = struct.pack('H', int(len(new_data)/2)).hex()
9.
10.
def hex(self):
11.
data_hex = self.CM_item_data.hex()
12.
self.update_length(data_hex)
13.
packet_hex = self.id + self.length + data_hex
14.
return packet_hex

Figure 79. CMitem class

The different ConnectionManager item data classes are named with its ID. In the driver,
it could be found the items 0000, 00b2 (one for the request and another one for the
response, as they differ a lot), and finally 800x (valid for 8001 and 8000). The item 0000
is shown in the Figure 80, the 00b2 in the Figure 82 and Figure 83, and the 800x in the
Figure 81 .
1. class CMitemData0000:
2.
def __init__(self):
3.
pass
4.
5.
def hex(self):
6.
return ""

Figure 80. CMitemData0000 class
1. class CMitemData800x():
2.
def __init__(self, sin_family, sin_port, sin_addr, sin_zero):
3.
self.sin_family = sin_family
4.
self.sin_port = sin_port
5.
self.sin_addr = sin_addr
6.
self.sin_zero = sin_zero
7.
8.
def hex(self):
9.
packet_hex = self.sin_family + self.sin_port + self.sin_addr +
10.
self.sin_zero
11.
return packet_hex
12.
13.
@staticmethod
14.
def unpack(raw_data):
15.
(sin_family, sin_port, sin_addr, sin_zero) = hex_unpack('HHIQ', raw_data)
16.
return CMitemData800x(sin_family, sin_port, sin_addr, sin_zero)

Figure 81. CMitemData800x class
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1. class CMitemReqData00b2():
2.
def __init__(self, service, request_path_size, request_path, timeout,
3.
id_o_t, id_t_o, conn_serial_num, orig_vendor_id, orig_serial_num,
4.
timeout_mult, reserved, rpi_o_t, param_o_t, rpi_t_o, param_t_o, trigger,
5.
path_size, path):
6.
self.service = service
7.
self.request_path_size = request_path_size
8.
self.request_path = request_path
9.
self.timeout = timeout
10.
self.id_o_t = id_o_t
11.
self.id_t_o = id_t_o
12.
self.conn_serial_num = conn_serial_num
13.
self.orig_vendor_id = orig_vendor_id
14.
self.orig_serial_num = orig_serial_num
15.
self.timeout_mult = timeout_mult
16.
self.reserved = reserved
17.
self.rpi_o_t = rpi_o_t
18.
self.param_o_t = param_o_t
19.
self.rpi_t_o = rpi_t_o
20.
self.param_t_o = param_t_o
21.
self.trigger = trigger
22.
self.path_size = path_size
23.
self.path = path
24.
25.
def hex(self):
26.
packet_hex = self.service + self.request_path_size + self.request_path + se
27.
lf.timeout + self.id_o_t + self.id_t_o + self.conn_serial_num +
28.
self.orig_vendor_id + self.orig_serial_num + self.timeout_mult +
29.
self.reserved + self.rpi_o_t + self.param_o_t + self.rpi_t_o +
30.
self.param_t_o + self.trigger + self.path_size + self.path
31.
return packet_hex
32.
33.
@staticmethod
34.
def unpack(raw_data):
35.
# Get initial known data
36.
(service, request_path_size) = hex_unpack('BB', raw_data[:4])
37.
# Remove data used from raw_data
38.
raw_data = raw_data[4:]
39.
# request_path_size is the number of words: 1 word -> 2 bytes -> 4 hex
40.
request_path_len = int(request_path_size, 16)*4
41.
request_path = raw_data[:request_path_len]
42.
# Remove data used from raw_data
43.
raw_data = raw_data[request_path_len:]
44.
# Get next known data (36 bytes -> 72 hex)
45.
(timeout, id_o_t, id_t_o, conn_serial_num, orig_vendor_id, orig_serial_num,
46.
timeout_mult, reserved_1, reserved_2, rpi_o_t, param_o_t, rpi_t_o,
47.
paam_t_o, trigger, path_size) =
48.
hex_unpack('HIIHHIBBHIHIHBB', raw_data[:72])
49.
# Remove data used from raw_data
50.
raw_data = raw_data[72:]
51.
# Remaining data
52.
path = raw_data
53.
54.
return CMitemReqData00b2(service, request_path_size, request_path, timeout,
55.
id_o_t, id_t_o, conn_serial_num, orig_vendor_id,
56.
orig_serial_num, timeout_mult, reserved_1+reserved_2, rpi_o_t,
57.
param_o_t, rpi_t_o,
58.
param_t_o, trigger, path_size, path)

Figure 82. CMitemReqData00b2 class
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1. class CMitemResData00b2():
2.
def __init__(self, id_o_t, id_t_o, conn_serial_num, orig_vendor_id,
3.
orig_serial_num, rpi_o_t, rpi_t_o):
4.
self.service = "d4"
5.
self.status = "000000"
6.
self.id_o_t = id_o_t
7.
self.id_t_o = id_t_o
8.
self.conn_serial_num = conn_serial_num
9.
self.orig_vendor_id = orig_vendor_id
10.
self.orig_serial_num = orig_serial_num
11.
self.rpi_o_t = rpi_o_t
12.
self.rpi_t_o = rpi_t_o
13.
self.reply_size = "00"
14.
self.reserved = "00"
15.
self.reply = ''
16.
17.
def hex(self):
18.
packet_hex = self.service + self.status + self.id_o_t + self.id_t_o +
19.
self.conn_serial_num + self.orig_vendor_id + self.orig_serial_num +
20.
self.rpi_o_t + self.rpi_t_o + self.reply_size + self.reserved +
21.
self.reply
22.
return packet_hex

Figure 83. CMitemResData00b2 class

Finally, the CIP I/O packet class has been separately created, as it does not share any
common data with the EnipPacket. It is shown in the Figure 84, and it currently represents
the one that the driver sends. A unpack method was not included here, as the data received
for the PLC is included in the last bytes, so the rest of the packet was not necessary.
1. class EnipIOpacket():
2.
def __init__(self, data, seq, id, count):
3.
self.data = data
4.
self.seq = seq
5.
self.id = id
6.
self.seq_count = count
7.
8.
def pack(self):
9.
item_count = 2
10.
adress_type = 0x8002
11.
adress_len = 8
12.
data_type = 0x00b1
13.
14.
data_io = struct.pack('H', self.seq_count).hex() + self.data
15.
16.
a = struct.pack('H', item_count).hex()
17.
b = struct.pack('H', adress_type).hex()
18.
c = struct.pack('H', adress_len).hex()
19.
d = struct.pack('>I', int(self.id, 16)).hex()
20.
e = struct.pack('I', self.seq).hex()
21.
f = struct.pack('H', data_type).hex()
22.
g = struct.pack('H', int(len(data_io)/2)).hex()
23.
24.
result = a+b+c+d+e+f+g+data_io
25.
return result

Figure 84. EnipIOpacket class
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Every time the driver is about to be tested, the code in the Figure 85 is executed, which
creates a driver instance and its needed parameters. Finally, a loop is started to keep the
driver working and print any exchanged information on screen.
1. if __name__ == "__main__":
2.
3.
# Create pipe
4.
m_pipe, p_pipe = Pipe()
5.
6.
# Create driver
7.
d = enip_driver('test', p_pipe, driver_ip="192.168.57.222",
8.
connection_path='', read_size=1, write_size=2)
9.
# Start driver
10.
d.start()
11.
12.
# Loop
13.
while m_pipe:
14.
try:
15.
# Check pipe
16.
if m_pipe.poll():
17.
# Print message
18.
print(m_pipe.recv())
19.
20.
# Sleep
21.
time.sleep(1e-3)
22.
23.
except KeyboardInterrupt:
24.
# End
25.
if m_pipe:
26.
m_pipe.send((DriverActions.EXIT, None))
27.
28.
# Wait until driver dies
29.
d.join()

Figure 85. Main method
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